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Abstract 
 Histotripsy is a therapeutic ultrasound modality that employs clouds of inertial cavitation 
to noninvasively destroy unwanted tissue. Histotripsy systems are, traditionally, transmit-only 
systems incapable of receiving ultrasound. For guidance, an ultrasound imaging probe is placed in 
the center of a histotripsy array. On B-mode ultrasound imaging, the region of tissue destruction 
appears as a hypoechoic zone after a substantial amount of treatment has occurred. However, this 
level of histotripsy feedback is insufficient for several reasons. First, histotripsy treatments occur 
in a 3D space, yet B-mode imaging is 2D. While 3D ultrasound imaging exists, the large footprint 
of 3D probes would occupy a substantial portion of the acoustic window for therapy. Second, 
histotripsy-treated lesions only appear hypoechoic on B-mode after a substantial amount of 
treatment has occurred resulting in poor sensitivity. Developing receive-capable histotripsy arrays 
would enable a multitude of feedback mechanisms. The overall objective of this dissertation is to 
develop receive-capable histotripsy systems and new feedback mechanisms enabled by this 
technology that improve histotripsy treatment efficacy and patient outcomes. 
 In the first part of this dissertation, the technical details associated with the development 
of receive-capable histotripsy systems are discussed. First, the challenges of designing highly-
parallelized data acquisition systems that are capable of operating over a high dynamic range are 
outlined and solutions are proposed. Next, the various stages of prototypes that were developed 
are explored. Finally, two fully-functional receive-capable histotripsy systems are described in 
detail: a retrofit system that can enable receive-capability for any existing histotripsy system, and 
a new histotripsy system that incorporates receiver electronics in with high-voltage drivers.  
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 In the second part of this dissertation, several feedback methods for monitoring the extent 
and progression of histotripsy treatment are discussed. In particular, a new feedback method is 
investigated, which uses the cavitation collapse time to monitor tissue damage. Upon initiation of 
a histotripsy bubble cloud, a series of shockwaves are emitted during its initial expansion. Once 
the bubble cloud expands to a maximum radius, it begins to collapse inward on itself, and, during 
the final stage of collapse, another shockwave is released. Using a receive-capable histotripsy 
array, these shockwaves can be acquired thus allowing for a measurement of the overall lifespan 
of the bubble cloud. This acoustic measurement is optically validated using a high-speed camera. 
It was found that this lifespan, defined by the cavitation collapse time, correlates directly with the 
extent of histotripsy treatment. Ex vivo bovine liver samples were treated, and it was found that 
the change in collapse time directly correlates with hepatocyte destruction. 
 In the final part of this dissertation, a receive-capable histotripsy system was used to 
implement acoustic aberration correction. Natural heterogeneities of tissue can result in upwards 
of 10% variation of sound speed throughout the acoustic path of propagation for histotripsy. These 
sound speed variations result in acoustic aberrations that significantly defocus histotripsy pulses 
through phase aberration and result in lowered focal pressure and treatment efficacy in vivo. By 
using a receive-capable histotripsy system to acquire the expansion shockwave construct from the 
initial expansion of the histotripsy bubble cloud, time reversal acoustics was implemented to 
correct for these acoustic aberrations and refocus subsequent histotripsy pulses. Using this method, 
over 20% of lost pressure due to phase aberration is recovered, and the histotripsy system power 
required to induce cavitation was reduced by approximately 31.5%. 
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CHAPTER 1  
 
Introduction 
This dissertation focuses on the investigation of acoustic feedback methods for histotripsy 
using the acoustic emissions from the cavitation bubble cloud used during histotripsy treatments. 
The medical applications for the research in this dissertation are primarily focused on the treatment 
of abdominal diseases such as liver cancer, but the technology and methods developed herein are 
applicable to all varieties histotripsy treatments as well as a number of other non-invasive 
ultrasonic therapy methods such as high-intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU). This research is 
separated into three categories: 1) technological development of histotripsy arrays that are capable 
of both transmitting and receiving ultrasound, 2) methods for acoustically monitoring the 
progression and extent of treatment progression, and 3) methods for implementing soft-tissue 
phase aberration correction for histotripsy to increase focal pressure when treating through 
heterogeneous overlying tissue. This chapter will provide a brief background into existing 
feedback methods for histotripsy and the difficulties with developing receive-capable histotripsy 
systems. This chapter will conclude with an outline of this dissertation, which provides a brief 
description of each chapter. 
 
1.1. Histotripsy 
Primary liver and intrahepatic bile duct cancers are diagnosed in 30,000-40,000 new 
patients every year in the United States with approximately 29,000 existing patients dying from 
these cancers each year [1], [2]. Similar morbidities exist with a large variety of other soft-tissue 
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abdominal cancers including pancreatic adenocarcinoma [3], renal cell carcinoma [4], colorectal 
cancer [5], and breast cancer [6] among many others. Current treatment strategies generally include 
radiation or chemical therapy, tumor resection via invasive surgery, or, in severe cases for some 
diseases, organ transplant [7]. There are also thermal-based ablation techniques, including 
radiofrequency, microwave, and ultrasound thermal ablation methods. However, these thermal 
methods have limitations such as unwanted heating of surrounding tissues [8] and adverse 
physiological effects such as skin toxicity (e.g., blisters or tracks) or edema at the treatment site 
[9]. There is a clear need for more effective non-invasive, non-ionizing, non-thermal soft-tissue 
cancer treatments. 
Histotripsy is a therapeutic ultrasound technique that is ideally suited for treating health 
conditions in soft tissue in which a portion of tissue needs to be destroyed and/or removed [10]. 
Histotripsy has been investigated for the treatment of deep vein thrombosis [11], [12], liver tumors 
[13], benign prostatic hyperplasia [14], [15], congenital heart diseases [16], and transcranial brain 
applications [17]. Histotripsy uses high-intensity and highly focused ultrasound to initiate a cloud 
of inertially cavitating bubbles within soft tissue using a high peak-negative rarefactional pressure 
pulse in excess of 28 MPa under the intrinsic threshold mechanism [18]. This cavitating bubble 
cloud is used to fractionate unwanted target-tissue within the body [19]. Histotripsy has been 
shown to have significant advantages when compared to existing thermal ablation technologies 
including highly precise and accurate targeting [20], increased depth-of-penetration [21], and the 
fact that histotripsy is immune to the effects of natural heat sinks such as adjacent vessels [22]. 
However, there are two areas of technical advancements that could improve histotripsy. 1) Current 
real-time tissue assessment techniques have poor sensitivity and require additional equipment. 2) 
When treating through tissue, significant phase aberrations occur when ultrasound interacts with 
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tissue scatterers surrounding the target-tissue, which act to de-focus histotripsy thereby decreasing 
its accuracy and efficiency. 
1.2. Feedback Mechanisms for Histotripsy 
It is important to monitor both the location and size of the bubble cloud as well as the extent 
of tissue treatment during a histotripsy therapy session to ensure proper treatment. B-mode 
ultrasound is typically used during treatment to monitor the histotripsy bubble cloud, which 
appears as a dynamically changing hyperechoic zone [19], [23]. When substantial tissue 
liquefaction has occurred, the tissue appears to be hypoechoic on B-mode imaging [24]. However, 
this method is sub-optimal due to its low sensitivity, as the hypoechoic zone only occurs when 
substantial tissue fractionation is achieved [24]. Because the intensity of the tissue speckle varies 
across different tissues and patients, it is unlikely that a universal intensity threshold could be set 
to indicate complete tissue fractionation for different tissues and patients. Additionally, a 2D 
ultrasound imaging probe is currently used to view a 2D plane of tissue containing the geometric 
focus of the histotripsy transducer, which is not able to view the 3D volumes of ablation generated 
by histotripsy. Therefore, 3D ultrasound imaging would be desired and is available, but the large 
footprint of the 3D probe would occupy a substantial portion of the acoustic window for therapy. 
Ultrasound elastography, such as acoustic radiation force impulse (ARFI) imaging, has also been 
investigated to detect histotripsy lesion formation because histotripsy gradually fractionates the 
target-tissue to a liquid-appearing homogenate [25]-[28]. These elastography methods have been 
experimentally successful in detecting tissue fractionation with higher sensitivity than B-mode 
speckle intensity. However, as the tissue becomes more liquefied, the shear wave propagation used 
for elastography imaging techniques becomes increasingly restricted resulting in decreased 
accuracy of elastography measurements later in histotripsy treatment [26]. Additionally, 
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reflections from the histotripsy-induced cavitation nuclei are known to contribute to the radiation 
force used for ARFI imaging, which may introduce artifacts in the elastography methods [28].  
Other medical imaging modalities, such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), have also 
been investigated for histotripsy feedback. In fact, magnetic resonance guided focused ultrasound 
(MRgFUS) has already been used to provide three-dimensional temperature maps as real-time 
feedback during high-intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU) thermal treatments [29, 30, 31], and it 
has been approved by the FDA to treat several conditions including essential tremor [32], uterine 
fibroids [33], and prostate cancer [34]. However, MRI-guidance for histotripsy would require 
MRI-compatible histotripsy arrays as well as procedural MRI scanners. MRI-compatible 
histotripsy arrays are currently under development, but requiring an MRI scanner to be operated 
during all histotripsy treatments would drastically increase the cost of histotripsy. Furthermore, 
MRI still is incapable of accurately understanding the acoustic properties of tissue, and its real-
time capabilities are limited depending on the desired resolution and field-of-view. 
Recently, a new modality called bubble induced color Doppler (BCD) has been employed 
to monitor histotripsy-induced tissue fractionation in real-time [35] [36]. This method uses 
Doppler ultrasound on a conventional clinical ultrasound machine to obtain velocity estimations 
of the residual nuclei that persist after cavitation. It is thought that the movement of these residual 
nuclei in the treated tissue corresponds to the level of tissue fractionation. However, a solidified 
understanding of the underlying mechanisms behind this metric has remained elusive, and the 
Doppler signal is highly dependent on the characteristics of the histotripsy transducer. 
Additionally, both elastography and BCD techniques are 2D imaging methods that do not provide 
the desired 3D treatment mapping. Furthermore, all of these available technologies require 
additional imaging equipment, which reduces the available acoustic window for histotripsy. 
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Therefore, there is a need for a non-invasive tissue integrity monitoring technique that is able to 
monitor therapy in 3D with high sensitivity and without reducing the acoustic window for therapy. 
In addition to the type of histotripsy feedback that provides information about treatment 
progression and bubble cloud location, another form of feedback that is required for optimal 
histotripsy efficacy involves correction for aberrations induced by tissue heterogeneities. The 
speed of sound in biological soft-tissue can vary by over 10% between tissue types [37, 38, 39]. 
These sound speed variations are caused by natural heterogeneities in tissue, and they result in 
phase aberrations of ultrasound pulses in two ways. First, the impedance mismatch between tissues 
as well as the overlying water standoff can result in refractory effects that alter the direction of 
acoustic propagation [40]. Attempts have been made to match the impedance of the acoustic 
coupling bath between the histotripsy transducer and the tissue sample or patient [12] thereby 
matching the sound speed of the couplant and the tissue. While this method decreases aberration 
due to the initial interface between the acoustic standoff and the tissue surface, this does not correct 
for aberrations that occur within the patient. Second, the sound speed variations can cause pulses 
of ultrasound from various portions of an ultrasound array to arrive at the focus at varying times 
thus resulting in decreased constructive interference [41]. For therapeutic ultrasound, phase 
aberrations are the primary source of overall acoustic aberration rather than absorption and 
scattering, and these phase aberrations can cause severe decorrelation of transmit waveforms [42]. 
This effect can reduce the treatment efficacy and, in some cases, prevent treatment altogether [43, 
44]. Several aberration correction techniques have been devised, e.g., [45], and these are discussed 
in greater detail later in this dissertation. Notably, for transcranial histotripsy, significant efforts 
have been made to reduce the aberrations caused by the skull and other bony structures [46] [47] 
[48]. However, this research is not directly applicable to soft-tissue histotripsy because the soft-
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tissue areas of treatment such as the abdomen are devoid of large scattering bodies such as the 
skull. Additionally, during in vivo soft-tissue histotripsy experiments, reductions in sound 
propagation through tissue due to acoustic aberrations are known to significantly reduce treatment 
efficacy [12], yet no aberration correction methods specifically designed for soft-tissue histotripsy 
are used in practice. Therefore, there is a significant need for research into aberration correction 
techniques for soft-tissue histotripsy. 
 
1.3. The Acoustic Cavitation Emission 
During the initiation of inertially cavitating bubbles such as those found in the histotripsy 
bubble cloud, a series of shockwaves is emitted during the period of maximum bubble wall 
expansion [49]. As these bubbles expand, they reach a maximum bubble radius and begin to 
collapse inwardly, and as they collapse to a single point, another shockwave is released [50, 51]. 
Collectively, these shockwaves have been referred to as the acoustic cavitation emission (ACE) 
[52, 53]. These shockwaves have been studied heavily from both a physics perspective [54]-[60], 
and from a practical perspective to monitor therapeutic ultrasound in the field of passive cavitation 
detection (PCD) [61]-[68]. PCD has been used for monitoring both stable cavitation [69] and 
inertial cavitation [70] during high-intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU) therapies, which generally 
use the thermal effects of ultrasound to destroy unwanted tissues [71]. PCD, however, generally 
uses a separate transducer from the therapy transducer. For histotripsy, emissions from the 
cavitation bubble cloud have been received by a separate PCD receiver, and it has been shown that 
the spatial variability of the backscatter signal correlated with the level of histotripsy-induced 
tissue homogenization [72]. Additionally, it is hypothesized that the shockwaves emitted by the 
bubble cloud could be used as a point source guidestar for aberration correction similar to in [38] 
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[44] [73] - [77]. We therefore hypothesize that by receiving ACE signals on an entire histotripsy 
array, we will be able to (1) track changes in cavitation dynamics over the course of treatment due 
to tissue fractionation and (2) use these received signals to correct for acoustic aberrations thereby 
improving histotripsy treatment efficacy. Based on the above scientific premise, we hypothesize 
that developing the technology to allow for the therapy array to easily and quickly acquire and 
process the received waveforms will address a number of current unmet needs that will drastically 
improve histotripsy therapy. 
 
1.4. Challenges of Receive-Enabled Histotripsy 
The ultrasonic transmitters used in histotripsy transducers are standard piezoelectric 
elements generally made from one of several variations of lead zirconate titanite (PZT). As is the 
case with all piezoelectric materials, these PZT histotripsy elements are capable of both 
transmitting ultrasound and receiving ultrasound. However, the hardware does not yet exist to 
obtain these received signals from the histotripsy transmitters. There are several useful applications 
for the acoustics received by the transmit elements of a histotripsy array. These applications 
include cavitation localization [78], mapping of physiological structures such as the skull, 
aberration correction [46], and monitoring of tissue integrity [79]. Therefore, compared to a 
histotripsy array that essentially treats “blindly” without receive capability, a receive-capable 
histotripsy array could drastically improve current therapy efficacy in a variety of treatments. 
However, there are several technical challenges involved in creating receive-capable histotripsy 
arrays. First, a typical histotripsy array has hundreds of individual ultrasound transmitters. 
Therefore, a histotripsy receiver system must be a highly-parallelized receiver that is able to 
acquire data from hundreds of channels simultaneously. This results in a very large amount of 
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generated data, so the computing infrastructure for managing and transferring large amounts of 
data must also be developed. Second, histotripsy drivers transmit electrical pulses on the order of 
3 kV to each individual channel at hundreds to thousands of Hertz pulse repetition frequency 
(PRF), yet many of the useful signals received by the histotripsy array elements are on the order 
of less than ten Volts to hundreds of Volts. Therefore, a histotripsy receiver system must be able 
to isolate sensitive electronics from high-voltage signals and also have a high dynamic range. 
Third, all of these technical challenges must be solved without drastically increasing the cost of 
histotripsy systems. Several other researchers have worked towards the development of receive-
capable therapeutic ultrasound primarily for thermal therapies, and these will be discussed in 
greater detail in Chapter 3. However, each of these have their own drawbacks and none of them 
are adaptable for histotripsy. Therefore, there is a clear need for the technological development of 
receive-capable histotripsy systems. 
 
1.5. Outline of This Dissertation 
This dissertation is organized into six chapters to present acoustic techniques for histotripsy 
feedback and, in particular, feedback methods that are enabled by receive-capable histotripsy 
systems.  
Chapter 1 describes the scope of this dissertation, introduces traditional histotripsy, the 
need for better feedback methods for histotripsy, and some of the challenges associated with 
developing receive-capable histotripsy arrays. 
Chapter 2 further investigates bubble-induced color Doppler feedback for histotripsy and, 
specifically, the relationship of the data from this feedback method to the destruction of various 
physiological structures in tissue from a histological perspective. The remainder of this dissertation 
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is concerned with using receive-capable histotripsy arrays for both histotripsy monitoring and 
aberration correction feedback.  
Chapter 3 discusses the challenges with receive-capable histotripsy, various prototypes that 
were designed and tested to approach these problems, and the technical details of two varieties of 
receive-capable histotripsy systems.  
Chapter 4 investigates the relationship between the acoustical physics of histotripsy 
bubbles clouds, which can be detected by receive-capable arrays, and tissue destruction. In this 
chapter, a new method for histotripsy feedback using the cavitation collapse time is evaluated and 
the prospect of using it on receive-capable histotripsy arrays is discussed.  
Chapter 5 investigates methods for using receive-capable histotripsy arrays and the ACE 
signal for aberration correction through soft tissue.  
Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes the findings and engineering and scientific contributions of 
this dissertation, and provides insight into future directions for receive-capable histotripsy 
research. 
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CHAPTER 2  
 
Histological Investigation into the Effects of Tissue Microstructure on Bubble-Induced 
Color Doppler Feedback for Histotripsy 
This chapter has been published in Ultrasound in Medicine & Biology. 2018; 44(2):602-612. 
© UMB. Reprinted, with permission, from [1]. 
2.1. Introduction 
Histotripsy is a therapeutic ultrasound technique that employs inertial cavitation to 
mechanically destroy and fractionate unwanted target-tissue within the body noninvasively 
without damaging surrounding tissue [2, 3]. Histotripsy has been investigated for the treatment of 
deep vein thrombosis [4, 5], liver tumors [6], benign prostatic hyperplasia [7, 8], congenital heart 
diseases [9], and transcranial brain applications [10].  
Quantitative imaging feedback for indicating tissue fractionation is important for 
monitoring and guiding non-invasive ablation techniques such as histotripsy to ensure treatment 
accuracy and efficacy. Magnetic resonance guided focused ultrasound (MRgFUS) is used to 
provide a 3D temperature map as real-time feedback during high-intensity focused ultrasound 
(HIFU) thermal treatments [11, 12, 13] and has been approved by the FDA to treat several 
conditions including essential tremor [14], uterine fibroids [7], and prostate cancer [15]. However, 
MRI-guidance for histotripsy would require MRI-compatible histotripsy arrays as well as 
procedural MRI scanners.  
Ultrasound imaging has previously been used to guide HIFU therapy and for monitoring 
treatment and the development of HIFU-induced cavitation [16, 17]. For histotripsy, B-mode 
ultrasound imaging has also been used in real-time during treatment to monitor changes in the 
bubble cloud, which appears as a dynamically changing hyperechoic zone [16, 18]. When 
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substantial tissue liquefaction has occurred, the tissue appears to be hypoechoic on B-mode 
imaging [19, 20]. However, B-mode ultrasound is sub-optimal for monitoring the treatment effect 
due to its low sensitivity, as the hypoechoic zone only occurs when substantial tissue fractionation 
is achieved [21]. Additionally, as the intensity of the tissue speckle varies across different tissues 
both temporally and from patient-to-patient, it is unlikely that a universal intensity threshold could 
be set to indicate complete tissue fractionation for different tissues and patients.  
Ultrasound elastography, such as acoustic radiation force impulse (ARFI) imaging, has 
also been investigated to detect histotripsy lesion formation. As the histotripsy treatment 
progresses, the target-tissue is fractionated until it turns into a liquid-appearing homogenate, 
indicating that the elasticity of the tissue decreases throughout treatment [22, 23, 24, 25]. A reliable 
elasticity method would be especially useful for histotripsy in viscoelastic tissues such as the liver 
where the collagenous elements of the extracellular matrix are the primary structural component. 
These elastography methods have been experimentally successful in the detection of tissue 
fractionation with higher sensitivity than B-mode speckle intensity. However, as the tissue 
becomes more liquefied, the shear wave propagation used for elastography imaging techniques 
become increasingly restricted resulting in decreased accuracy of elastography measurements later 
in histotripsy treatment [26]. Additionally, reflections from the histotripsy-induced cavitation 
nuclei are known to contribute to and interfere with the radiation force used for ARFI imaging, 
which may introduce artifacts in the elastography methods [24]. 
Recently, a new modality called bubble-induced color Doppler (BCD) has been developed 
to monitor histotripsy-induced tissue fractionation in real-time [27, 28, 29]. This method uses 
Doppler ultrasound on a conventional clinical ultrasound machine to obtain velocity estimations 
of the residual cavitation nuclei that persist after cavitation during histotripsy therapy. Our 
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previous work has shown that this motion is due to the disturbance caused by the rapid expansion 
and collapse of the bubble cloud, which has also been observed previously elsewhere [30]. This 
motion is only observed when the histotripsy bubble cloud is formed, and we have found that this 
residual motion can last for at least 20 ms after each histotripsy pulse, thus indicating that it is 
likely not due to acoustic radiation force. Furthermore, we have found that as the tissue becomes 
increasingly fractionated, the motion of residual nuclei lasts longer, and that the change of the 
BCD signal correlates somewhat with increased tissue destruction [28]. However, in this previous 
study, only cellular destruction was quantified over a small sample of pulse numbers. Thus, a more 
detailed physiological investigation of the correlation of the BCD signal with tissue destruction is 
required. Interestingly, in Vlaisavljevich, et al. (2014), it was shown that tissues with higher 
Young’s moduli result in cavitation bubbles with shorter lifespans and smaller maximum radii 
[31]. This suggests that as the tissue becomes more fractionated and the elasticity of the tissue 
decreases, the cavitation bubble cloud should last longer with a higher maximum radius. Therefore, 
due to the fact that the BCD signal is highly dependent on cavitation dynamics which are dependent 
on tissue mechanics and we know that the residual nuclei motion responsible for the BCD signal 
lasts increasingly longer throughout treatment, we hypothesize that the BCD signal is more closely 
correlated with the destruction of structural components of tissue that contribute to the overall 
mechanical properties of tissue rather than the cellular components. 
In this study, we investigated how changes in the BCD signal throughout histotripsy 
treatment are quantitatively correlated to the levels of fractionation of specific structures within 
liver tissue induced by histotripsy. Histotripsy therapy was applied to ex vivo bovine liver tissue 
by a 112-element histotripsy array at varying levels of tissue fractionation (i.e., number of 
histotripsy pulses), and BCD signals were acquired for all samples. Each tissue sample was 
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histologically stained to quantify cellular destruction, type III collagen destruction, and type I 
collagen destruction. 
2.2. Methods 
2.2.1 Ex Vivo Bovine Liver Preparation 
Freshly excised bovine liver acquired from a local abattoir was preserved in room-
temperature PBS-buffered saline and was used within 24 hours of harvest. Prior to treatment, liver 
was sectioned into approximately 4 cm cube sections and was then placed in degassed PBS-
buffered saline under vacuum in a desiccator for five hours. Liver samples were then removed 
from the desiccator and were embedded in blocks of 1.5% agarose to maintain structural stability. 
The blocks were suspended in place via two carbon skewers. This was done so that no structural 
support material other than agar was present between the histotripsy array and the tissue, thus 
minimizing aberration and the chance for cavitation on the surface of the sample. Once the agarose 
was solidified after roughly one hour, the tissue phantoms were positioned in the water above the 
histotripsy array using a three-axis positioner. 
 
2.2.2 Histotripsy Treatment Parameters 
The treatments were applied in a 6x6x7 mm volume consisting of 219 treatment locations 
excited by electronically steering the phased array. The treatment locations were organized in five 
alternating 7x7 and 6x6 location layers with 1 mm spacing between locations within each plane 
(x- and y-dimensions) and 1.5 mm spacing between planes (z-dimension) to ensure uniform 
fractionation throughout the volume. The layers were placed parallel to the histotripsy wave front, 
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and the layer farthest from the array was treated first. Locations within each layer were treated 
randomly. A rendering of the packing grid is shown in Figure 2.1. The array focus was steered to 
locations at 100 Hz PRF except for the central location where the BCD signal was acquired. The 
BCD signal was only acquired at the central location of the lesion. Prior to the pulse at the central 
location, the array paused for 0.5 seconds. This was done to allow residual cavitation nuclei from 
the previous pulse to dissolve [32, 26]. Liver samples were treated with 0, 30, 60, 100, 200, 300, 
500, or 1000 pulses-per-location to produce a wide range of tissue fractionation. These pulse 
numbers were chosen to cover the full range of tissue fractionation to complete cell disruption in 
the treatment volume and to align with regions of change in BCD profiles collected during 
preliminary experiments. For each dose level, 6 replicate samples were treated.  A schematic 
overview of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 2.2. The 112-element 500 kHz therapy array 
was placed facing upwards in a tank filled with degassed water. The primary control computer 
Figure 2.1 Treatment location packing grid. Spacing between points in the x- and y- directions is 
1 mm, and spacing between layers in the z-direction is 1.5 mm. In this orientation, ultrasound is 
being delivered from the bottom of the grid, i.e., from negative z towards positive z. 
 is being delivered from the bottom of the grid, i.e., from negative z towards positive z. 
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sent commands to the transducer driving system, which stored treatment locations and controlled 
the timing of treatment. The three-axis positioner holding the tissue sample was a manual 
positioner that allowed for gross positioning of the liver samples in the focus of the therapy array. 
Prior to treatment, the liver samples were imaged with B-mode ultrasound using a 5 MHz, 128-
element linear imaging probe (ATL HDI L7-4, Philips, Andover, MA) with a Verasonics Imaging 
System (SS#: 1634, Verasonics, Inc., Redmond, WA) to ensure that therapy was occurring in 
relatively homogenous portions of liver that were void of large vessels or large portions of 
connective tissue. A motorized three-axis positioner was used to position the L7-4 imaging probe. 
Figure 2.2: Experimental setup. A 500 kHz 112-element array is used to generate histotripsy 
lesions at 219 locations throughout a treatment volume in bovine liver tissue. A Verasonics system 
using standard Doppler ultrasound imaging with an L7-5 linear array (driven at 5 MHz) was used 
to acquire BCD data and was triggered by the FPGA-controlled driving system. BCD was acquired 
for the pulse at the central location within the lesion. An automatic three-axis positioning system 
was used to position the linear array, and second manual three-axis positioner was used to position 
the liver samples. 
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The histotripsy transducer used for this study was a 112-element, 500 kHz histotripsy 
phased-array transducer constructed in-house [33]. An image of the array is shown Figure 2.3. The 
array consisted of a 15 cm radius of curvature and a 27 cm aperture. Each element was driven by 
one channel on a 112-channel high-voltage pulser that emitted an approximately 1.5-cycle, 3-
microsecond sinusoidal acoustic pulse. The array and driving system was controlled by a set of 
field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) such that each element was individually addressable. 
The generated waveform at the geometric focus was evaluated using a fiber-optic probe 
hydrophone (FOPH) with a 100-μm diameter sensing tip [34]. The arrangement of the elements in 
the array produced a focal zone with a -6 dB beamwidth of 2.0 mm laterally and 6.3 mm axially 
when measured in the linear regime at a pressure amplitude of 8 MPa using the FOPH. During 
Figure 2.3: Image of the 112-element 500 kHz histotripsy phased array. From this orientation, the 
positive z-axis is pointed directly at the point-of-view. 
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treatment, the transducer was driven just above the intrinsic threshold for cavitation, so cavitation 
only occurred in the area of highest pressure rather than throughout the full -6 dB beamwidth. For 
peak-negative pressures above approximately 10 MPa, the waveform could not be directly 
measured by the FOPH due to cavitation on the fiber tip. For P- ≥10 MPa, the transducer’s 
waveform was approximated by dividing the array into several sub-apertures, which were driven 
and measured separately and then summed to estimate the pressure at each calibrated driving 
voltage. The array was divided into four quadrant sub-apertures, which was enough to maintain a 
P- of <10 MPa. At the driving voltage used for this study, the extrapolated P- pressure was found 
to be approximately 40.8 MPa. It should be noted that nonlinear propagation was not taken into 
account in the extrapolation. 
 
2.2.3 Bubble-Induced Color Doppler Acquisition and Processing 
Bubble-induced color Doppler was acquired using standard Doppler ultrasound imaging 
on a Verasonics imaging system (Redmond, WA) using the same 5 MHz center frequency, 128-
element linear imaging transducer (ATL HDI L7-4, Philips, Andover, MA) used for treatment 
planning. The imaging probe was placed on the opposite side of the sample from the therapy array. 
Prior to placing the tissue sample in the tank, the imaging probe was aligned with the geometric 
focus of the therapy system in the free-field by imaging the cavitation bubble cloud on B-mode. 
An acquisition transaxial region of interest (ROI) of 39 mm to 51 mm from the imaging probe was 
used to acquire the Doppler data. The Verasonics Doppler protocol was set to acquire 210 Doppler 
acquisitions at 10 kHz PRF to observe a temporal window of 21 ms after the central therapy pulse. 
This window covered the same region in which motion was recorded in a prior study using particle 
image velocimetry to observe the movement of residual cavitation nuclei after a histotripsy pulse 
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[28]. The Doppler acquisitions were processed offline using the Doppler processing algorithms 
included with the Verasonics ultrasound imaging system. The mean frame-by-frame Doppler 
velocity throughout the 21 ms after the central therapy pulse in the Doppler ROI was processed in 
rolling 10 acquisition segments, resulting in 200 separate 10 frame acquisitions to cover a 20 ms 
temporal range. A thresholding algorithm employing a multi-level Otsu’s method (Matlab, The 
Mathworks, Natick MA, USA) was applied to the Doppler frames to observe only the areas with 
the greatest movement of residual nuclei. The time to peak negative rebound velocity (tprv) was 
used to quantify the BCD data. This metric calculates the time at which the highest magnitude 
negative velocity after each histotripsy pulse occurs. 
 
2.2.4  Histological Analysis of Tissue Fractionation 
Upon treatment completion, samples were removed from their sample holders, and all 
agarose was cleaned off the tissue. Samples were then submerged in 10% buffered formalin 
(Fischer Scientific International, LLC, Hampton, NH) for one week for fixation. Once fixed, 
samples were cut into thin slices and were placed in cassettes that were then submerged in new 
10% buffered formalin and sent out for histology sectioning and staining (Scientific Solutions, 
LLC, Fridley, MN). All formalin-fixed and paraffin-embedded liver tissue sections were stained 
with Masson’s trichrome stain and Gordon & Sweet’s reticulin stain [35]. The trichrome stain is a 
three-color staining protocol, which stains collagen blue, muscle fibers red, and cell nuclei dark 
brown to black. Trichrome staining allows for visualization of both cells and type I collagen which 
is the most abundant collagen in mammals. Type I collagen usually organizes into thick bundles 
and is found in connective tissues in the liver. Gordon & Sweet’s reticulin stain was used to 
highlight the thin reticular fibers and basement membrane material in the liver tissue. The reticular 
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Figure 2.4: Sample histology of the liver tissue using Masson’s trichrome (right column) and 
Gordon & Sweet’s reticulin stains (left column) for histotripsy dosages of 0, (top row), 30 (second 
row), 100 (third row), 300 (fourth row), and 1000 (bottom row) pulses-per-location. Type I 
collagen is blue in trichrome stain and reticulin fiber is black in reticulin stain. For 30 and 100 
pulses-per-location, areas of destruction are marked with a D. For 300 pulses-per-location, 
example remnant nuclei are marked with an N. Complete tissue homogenization is observed at 
1000 pulses-per-location.  
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fibers are usually type III collagen and are found interlaced with hepatocytes in the extracellular 
matrix and outline the architecture of liver parenchyma. We hypothesize that cells are more 
susceptible to histotripsy damage while collagen is more resistant. Example images of the 
trichrome and reticulin stains of the liver are shown in Figure 2.4.  
All slides were then scanned with a resolution of 0.253 μm/pixel – an equivalent of 400x 
magnification – for image processing. A square area of 15 mm2 was selected from the center of 
the approximately 42 mm2 cross-sectional lesion for image analysis. Two color-channel 
thresholding algorithms were used to segment the blue collagen fibers in trichrome stained slides 
and the dark purple/black reticular fibers in the reticulin stained slides. To determine the number 
of cells remaining in the lesions, ten randomly selected 1024x1024 pixel tiles within the lesion 
were manually counted. The number of tiles counted was based on estimated sample variance and 
desired detectable difference between groups using power analysis to obtain a statistical power of 
0.95 with α = 0.01 for extrapolation of cellular density to the rest of the lesion when compared to 
a normal distribution. A nonlinear least squares best fitting algorithm using an exponential decay 
model was used to calculate best fit trend lines for the histology metrics between each dosage that 
was analyzed, thus allowing for a continuous trend line to estimate the histology metrics at all 
doses between 0 and 1000 pulses-per-location. Statistical p-values for the histology data were 
calculated using a chi-squared goodness-of-fit test, and time constants (with time being pulse 
number) were calculated for each best-fit line to directly compare the histology metrics. 
 
2.2.5 Statistical Comparison of Bubble-Induced Color Doppler and Tissue Fractionation 
The BCD tprv was plotted against each histology metric, and linear regression was used to 
fit a trend line to each relationship for a relative comparison between the metrics. Coefficients of 
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determination, i.e., R-squared values, were calculated for each linear regression fit to compare how 
well the model fit the BCD-histology comparisons. However, a high coefficient of determination 
does not necessarily mean that a statistical model is the right model for a given dataset. Therefore, 
the Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC), which measures an unbiased linear correlation between 
two variables and reports a p-value based on Student’s t-test, was used to obtain a single 
quantitative metric for the extent of correlation between the BCD tprv and histology metrics. The 
PCC was chosen because it obtains an easily comparable correlation metric between two signals 
regardless of the scale of the signals. The PCC returns a value ranging between -1 and 1, where 1 
indicates a perfectly direct linear correlation, -1 indicates a perfectly inverse linear correlation, and 
0 indicates no correlation. The PCC is mathematically defined as 
 
𝝆(𝒂, 𝒃) =  𝑬(𝒂𝒃) 𝝈𝒂𝝈𝒃⁄  (E2.1) 
 
where σa and σb are the standard deviations of signals a and b, respectively, and E(ab) is the cross-
correlation between a and b (Benesty et al., 2009). Because we knew a priori that there would be 
mono-directional change of both the BCD tprv and all histology metrics, we chose a very 
conservative p-value of 0.001 to indicate a statistically significant correlation. 
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2.3. Results 
2.3.1 Bubble-Induced Color Doppler Metrics 
A total of 42 lesions were treated, and their respective BCD signals for each pulse were 
collected and analyzed. A representative BCD slow-time/fast-time profile from one 1000 pulse-
per-location treatment is shown in Figure 2.5. In all treatments, the BCD data exhibited a net large 
positive velocity (away from the therapy transducer) followed by a large net negative velocity 
(towards the therapy transducer). Early in treatment between 1 and approximately 200 pulses, a 
Figure 2.5: Example BCD slow-time/fast-time profile from one 1000 pulse treatment. The tprv is 
indicated by a black point for each pulse number, and a nonlinear least squares best-fit trend line 
is shown in red. The largest peak negative velocities were on the order of -1 m/s and were observed 
to have large negative velocities earlier in treatment. 
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second positive velocity rebound was observed within the recorded 20 ms window. The time 
corresponding to tprv for each Doppler velocity trace is also shown in Figure 2.5, and a nonlinear 
least squares trend line was fitted to the tprv metric. In all samples, the change in the BCD tprv metric 
exhibited mono-directional change throughout treatment and grew such that the peak negative 
velocity occurred later after each therapy pulse until it plateaued at around 400 pulses with a tprv 
of approximately 16 ms.  
An average of the tprv metric from six 1000 pulse treatments is shown in Figure 2.6. Also 
shown in Figure 2.6 are the average tprv found for the doses at which the histology metrics were 
recorded. A similar trend of increasing and plateauing tprv over the treatment as Figure 2.5 is 
observed. It is also shown that the variance of the tprv metric tends to increase throughout treatment. 
Figure 2.6: Average BCD tprv from six 1000 pulse treatments. Gray line indicates a 5-sample 
moving average. Black points indicate tprv at pulse numbers corresponding to the same pulse 
numbers used for histological analysis, i.e., 0, 30, 60, 100, 200, 300, 500, and 1000 pulse-per-
location. 
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This was due to the fact that the tprv for each treatment reached slightly different steady states 
plateauing at tprv values between 10 and 20 ms depending on the treatment. Previous studies in 
tissue-mimicking agarose phantoms also observed this phenomenon [36], suggesting that 
increasing liquefaction of the surrounding medium results in less consistent motion of residual 
cavitation nuclei. 
 
2.3.2 Histology 
In Figure 2.4, representative liver histology of normal liver and four stages after treatment 
are qualitatively shown: pre-treatment control (row 1), early sparse cell fractionation (row 2) 
generated by 30 pulses-per-location, widespread cell fractionation and partial destruction of liver 
architecture (row 3) generated by 100 pulses-per-location, complete cell fractionation and 
destruction of liver architecture and early connective tissue fractionation (row 4) generated by 300 
pulses-per-location, and complete liquefaction of all cells and connective tissues (row 5) generated 
by 1000 pulses-per-location. In order to analyze and better visualize several varieties of tissue 
structures, reticulin staining (left column) and trichrome staining (right column) were used to 
analyze the different levels of tissue fractionation generated by histotripsy. For the first stage of 
treatment, at 30 pulses-per-location, only disparate regions of tissue damage have occurred. At this 
point, roughly 50% of the hepatocytes still appear to be intact with largely preserved liver 
architecture highlighted by reticulin stain and intact portal tracts with bile ducts, portal veins, portal 
arteries, and thick blue portal collagen fibers shown by the trichrome stain. For the second stage, 
by 100 pulses-per-location, significant hepatocyte and architecture destruction with loss of 
reticulin had occurred, and in some samples, only minimal small clusters of isolated hepatocytes 
with a few fractionated reticulin fibers remained in a sea of necrotic debris. The trichrome stain 
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showed that only mild to moderate portal tract and thick type I collagen fiber damage was present 
at 100 pulses. Interestingly, most of the remaining hepatocytes were found adjacent to the thick 
type I collagen fibers and portal tracts, suggesting that these collagen fibers and portal tracts acted 
to protect the hepatocytes from the cavitation damage. For the third stage, by 300 pulses-per-
Figure 2.7: Histological analysis of 42 histotripsy treated samples at varying dosages. (A) Viable 
cell count remaining in imaged medium. The cell count experienced the greatest amount of 
destruction early in treatment. (B) Percent area with intact reticulin-stained collagen and (C) 
percent area with intact trichrome-stained collagen. Both collagen metrics experienced slower 
amounts of destruction than remaining cell count. Nonlinear least square best-fit lines are shown 
in black. All best fit lines exhibited statistical significance when compared to a normal distribution 
as indicated by the p-values on each plot. 
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location, virtually all hepatocytes in all treated liver samples had been destroyed including those 
that were adjacent to portal tracts and type I collagen fibers. Both reticulin and trichrome stains 
showed almost complete destruction of both type III and I collagen fibers. There were only a few 
scattered remnant naked nuclei in the liquefied necrotic debris, which are not viable intact cells. 
For the fourth stage of treatment, as shown in final row of images in Figure 2.4, at 1000 pulses-
per-location, the liver tissue is completely liquefied with loss of hepatocytes and both types of 
collagen fibers. 
The quantitative histological analyses of cell count, intact reticulin-stained collagen area, 
and intact trichrome-stained collagen area and their respective nonlinear least squares fits are 
shown in Figure 2.7. The least squares best fit lines of all three cellular metrics exhibited 
exponential decay to varying degrees with increasing number of histotripsy pulses applied. In these 
analyses, the population of viable cells in the treatment region decreases exponentially and reaches 
zero around 300 pulses at the latest. Both the reticulin and trichrome-stained collagen metrics take 
longer to reach a point at which there is virtually no reticulin or trichrome-stained collagen 
detected. The exponential decay time constants were found to be 38, 120, and 257 pulses for cell 
count, reticulin-stained collagen, and trichrome-stained collagen areas, respectively, thus 
supporting our hypothesis that cells are destroyed much earlier in the treatment than stronger 
structural connective components of the tissue. 
 
2.3.3 Correlation Between Bubble-Induced Color Doppler and Histological Metrics 
The mean values of the BCD tprv were plotted against the mean values of viable cell count, 
reticulin-stained collagen area, and trichrome-stained collagen area in Figure 2.8A, C, and C, 
respectively. Linear regression was used to qualitatively indicate the fit of a linear model to the 
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relationship between these metrics. It was found that the relationship between tprv and reticulin-
Figure 2.8: BCD tprv vs. (A) viable cell count, (B) reticulin-stained area, and (C) trichrome-
stained collagen area throughout 1000 pulse histotripsy treatments in bovine liver. Dashed lines 
indicate best-fit lines acquired using linear regression (n = 6).  
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stained collagen resulted in the highest coefficient of determination with a value of 0.89, indicating 
that linear regression is a good model for this relationship. Viable cell count and trichrome-stained 
collagen vs. BCD tprv resulted in lower coefficients of determination in comparison to reticulin-
stained collagen with values of 0.70 and 0.76, respectively. This indicates that, relative to each 
other, the tprv-reticulin relationship is better modeled by a linear relationship than the tprv-viable 
cells and tprv-trichrome relationships. The Pearson correlation coefficient analysis of the datasets 
returned PCCs of -0.84, -0.94, and -0.87 with p-values of 0.01, <0.001, and 0.005 for tprv vs. viable 
cell count, reticulin-stained collagen area, and trichrome-stained collagen area, respectively (Table 
2.1). This indicates that each histology metric is inversely correlated with tprv to varying degrees. 
However, based on our chosen level of significance, only tprv vs. reticulin-stained collagen resulted 
in a statistically significant linear correlation. 
Table 2.1: Pearson Correlation Coefficients* Between BCD and Histology Metrics 
 
2.4. Discussion 
The results from this study support the results from all other BCD-based studies in the 
literature in that the BCD signal exhibited initial movement of residual cavitation nuclei away from 
the therapy transducer followed by a rebound back towards the transducer and that the BCD tprv 
metric exhibited mono-directional growth in time [22, 27, 36]. While the reason for this 
reproducible directionality of residual nuclei movement has not yet been completely verified 
experimentally for histotripsy, existing theoretical and experimental work into the physics of the 
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non-spherical cavitation-bubble collapse is able to provide some insight. Previously, it has been 
shown that the collapse of the cavitation-bubble results in the formation of a liquid jet and an 
impulsive pressure release. The jet subsequently penetrates the bubble resulting in damage to the 
surrounding medium [37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44]. It is believed that this non-spherical collapse 
and liquid jet is caused by a non-uniform pressure distribution around the bubble, which can be 
induced by the presence of a solid object or free surface, buoyancy, or interactions with 
shockwaves such as those in histotripsy [45, 46, 47, 48, 49]. During a non-spherical collapse, there 
is a non-zero Kelvin impulse, i.e., non-zero bubble inertia [50, 51, 52], which has been shown to 
correlate with bubble cloud migration and flow [53, 54]. Due to the fact that the BCD-measured 
movement is only observed when cavitation occurs, this suggests that acoustic radiation force is 
not the primary mechanism of movement. Furthermore, our unpublished data suggest that the 
asymmetric growth and collapse of the cavitation results in a fast net motion of the cavitation 
bubbles. The inertia from this fast motion can last for over 20 ms, moving persistent residual 
nuclei, which is detected as the BCD signal. Therefore, we hypothesize that the transfer of 
momentum from the Kelvin impulse to the surrounding tissue caused by non-spherical cavitation-
collapse may be a primary mechanism for the BCD-detected oscillation of residual cavitation 
nuclei. Future experimental studies will test this hypothesis. 
Tissues with lower elasticities result in bubbles that grow larger and last longer. As tissue 
elasticity decreases throughout histotripsy treatment until the tissue is completely liquefied, we 
hypothesize that the movement of the cavitation nuclei sustains longer as tissue is fractionated by 
histotripsy. The increase in tprv observed throughout treatment indicates that the frequency of 
oscillation of the movement of residual nuclei is decreasing throughout treatment, which 
corresponds to the decreased tissue elasticity. The increased variability of the tprv metric as the 
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treatment progresses has also been reported previously. This is likely due to the fact that bubble 
cloud formation is less consistent from one pulse to the next when forming in a liquid environment 
with increasing spatial variability of acoustic backscatter off the bubble cloud with increasing 
tissue homogenization [55]. An increase in variable bubble cloud formation would also result in 
an increase in the variability of movement of residual nuclei in the treated volume from pulse to 
pulse. 
The three histological components extracted from histology in this study were chosen to 
analyze weak, moderate, and strong components of the liver tissue that have varying resistance to 
histotripsy-induced tissue fractionation. Cells highlighted by hematoxylin in the trichrome stained 
tissue samples were used as the weak component.  Reticulin-stained collagen is an extracellular 
structure stained by silver particles in the reticulin stain, which is stronger than cells but weaker 
and more homogenously distributed throughout the liver tissue than the thicker type I collagen 
fibers highlighted by the trichrome stain. Reticulin-stained fibers are small branching structures 
made primarily of type III collagen that are ubiquitously found throughout the extracellular matrix 
in many tissues including liver [56]. The results clearly show that histotripsy destroys cells first, 
then weaker extracellular matrix materials such as reticulin-stained collagen, and finally stronger 
extracellular matrix materials such as trichrome-stained collagen. These results also directly 
support the results from [36] in which virtually no intact viable cells were observed after 200 to 
300 therapy pulses for ex vivo bovine liver. In order to destroy something such as a tumor, only 
cellular destruction is required. However, here we have found that hepatocytes that reside close to 
stronger structures such as trichrome-stained collagen or portal tracts are able to sustain higher 
histotripsy dosages than those that are not. Thus, the collagenous and connective tissue 
characteristics may impact the treatment required for appropriate cellular destruction. Due to the 
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fact that different patients and tissues have varying tissue matrix characteristics, a real-time 
feedback mechanism for collagen structure destruction may provide a quantitative indication of 
treatment progression with patient and tissue specificity. 
Previous studies have indicated that the BCD tprv metric is correlated with the number of 
intact cells remaining. However, due to the fact that bubble dynamics are more closely influenced 
by structural components of tissue and cells are less of a contributing factor to the mechanical 
properties of tissue than collagen, we hypothesized that the BCD signal would correlate more with 
the destruction of structural components of tissue. The observed BCD signals and histology in this 
study support this hypothesis by showing that the change in the BCD tprv metric has a statistically 
significant inverse correlation with reticulin-stained collagen components identified histologically. 
The inverse nature of this correlation is primarily a product of how the data is presented and should 
not be seen as a disadvantage. The PCC of the tprv with both intact cells remaining and trichrome-
stained collagen area were both found to be statistically insignificant, thus indicating that they are 
not linearly correlated with the tprv metric. Although trichrome-stained collagen certainly 
contributes to the overall macrostructure of liver, trichrome-stained collagen bundles only occur 
in thick, sparse bundles, and they often do not contribute to the local, microstructure of the tissue 
treated in these experiments. Therefore, there were locations within the treated tissue where 
virtually no trichrome-stained collagen existed. We hypothesize that this sparse distribution of 
trichrome-stained collagen is what may have led to its lower correlation with tprv than reticulin-
stained collagen. Additionally, the variance in the trichrome-stained collagen metrics was higher 
than the other two histology metrics. We also attribute this high variance to the sparseness of the 
trichrome-stained collagen, for some histology tiles contained almost no trichrome-stained 
collagen while others were virtually filled with trichrome stained collagen.  Furthermore, we now 
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hypothesize that tissues with more densely packed collagen of both type I and type III would result 
in a slower change of tprv due to an increase in the amount of histotripsy required for complete 
liquefaction. An indicator for collagen-embedded tissue destruction is important due to the 
observed shielding of hepatocytes near collagen structures. Thus, using BCD as an indicator of 
complete collagen destruction would be a good indicator of tissue ablation, i.e., complete cell death 
thus eliminating the need to over treat tissue while ensuring that the target tissue has been 
completely homogenized to the necessary degree. Due to the fact that connective tissues are 
generally high in collagen, this indicates that the tprv of the BCD signal may be able to track 
treatment progression in patients with varying collagen matrix profiles. 
2.5. Conclusions 
In this study, we investigated the use of bubble-induced color Doppler received by a 
separate linear imaging probe to monitor the levels of tissue fractionation induced by histotripsy 
therapy in bovine ex vivo liver. Histology was acquired at various dosages throughout treatment, 
and three metrics were used to identify the extent of destruction of various types of tissues with 
varying degrees of mechanical strength. It was found that the tprv of the BCD signal had a 
statistically significant linear correlation with reticulin-stained collagen destruction, indicating that 
changes in the BCD signal are more closely related to the structural components of tissue rather 
than cellular destruction. These results suggest that BCD may be able to provide noninvasive and 
quantitative monitoring of tissue mechanical integrity during histotripsy therapy. 
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CHAPTER 3 
 
Development of an Integrated Receive-Capable Histotripsy System 
 
3.1. Introduction 
The advent of Bubble-Induced Color Doppler (BCD) solved several problems of other 
histotripsy treatment monitoring modalities [1]. In comparison to MRI-guided focused ultrasound, 
BCD does not require an MRI scanner nor an MRI-compatible histotripsy system. In comparison 
to B-mode imaging and ultrasound elastography, BCD has higher sensitivity to treatment 
progression at the beginning stages of treatment when B-mode is insensitive, and BCD also has 
higher sensitivity to treatment progression during the later stages of treatment progression when 
the principles of ultrasound elastography break down and prevent accurate viscoelastic 
measurements. However, BCD still fails to solve several important issues with histotripsy 
feedback: 3D monitoring, and the necessity of additional imaging equipment. While a 2D 
ultrasound imaging array could be potentially introduced to solve the 3D monitoring issue, the 
amount of data generated for BCD in the 2D regime is already on the order of tens to hundreds of 
gigabytes per treatment, so much more advanced high-performance computing architecture would 
have to be developed to even enable 3D BCD research. 
The transducers in histotripsy systems are built from the same family of piezoceramic 
materials from which typical clinical ultrasound probes are built. This means that histotripsy 
transducers have the ability to both transmit and receive ultrasound. However, histotripsy systems 
have traditionally been transmit-only systems for several reasons. First, typical histotripsy 
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transducers are highly focused and have very large, low frequency elements and element spacings 
that are several times the standard λ/2 distance used in imaging systems. This means that any 
imaging performed with a histotripsy transducer would experience severe grating lobes thus 
rendering any acquired images seemingly useless. Histotripsy transducers are therefore obviously 
quite sub-optimal for imaging. However, this does not mean that receive-capable histotripsy 
transducers would not be helpful for histotripsy feedback. Second, histotripsy systems employ 
high-voltage driver systems that output pulses of upwards of 3 kV per channel, and the acoustic 
signals that would be useful to receive are on the order tens to hundreds of Volts at most. Therefore, 
a receive system would have to overcome both high-voltage isolation and high-dynamic range 
issues in addition to acquiring data from hundreds of channels simultaneously. Due to both these 
acoustic and technological issues, histotripsy systems to this point have all been designed as 
transmit-only systems, and all feedback has been left to secondary imaging equipment. 
Recently, other research cohorts have developed receive-capable therapeutic ultrasound 
systems for HIFU therapy, which have frequently been referred to as “dual-mode” ultrasound array 
(DMUA) systems. Some systems, such as that found in [2], use a secondary imaging probe that is 
embedded in the middle of a therapeutic ultrasound array. While these transducers are controlled 
by the same system, this does not allow for the therapy transducer itself to receive ultrasound.  
Other studies have disclosed true receive-capable HIFU systems that incorporate transmit and 
receive electronics for tens to hundreds of ultrasound elements [3, 4, 5]. While these systems were 
successful and proved to be useful in tracking various physiological structures, they operated at 
lower electrical powers than histotripsy systems and were therefore able to use off-the-shelf 
transmit-receive switch electronics. Most recently, a system designed for transcranial thermal 
applications was developed to transmit on 256 channels and receive on up to 64 channels [6]. This 
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system used a variety of custom electronics to enable receive capability for their custom ultrasound 
array including the Texas Instruments AFE5808 and a cascaded array of Altera FPGAs to acquire 
up to 200 μs of data on each receive channel at up to a 40 MHz sampling frequency. However, in 
addition to this system being designed for thermal therapies in which the power levels on the 
transducer were less intense than in histotripsy, this system was USB controlled which was a likely 
data bottleneck. Furthermore, this system required a sundry of matching electronics which may 
have also limited the number of possible receive channels. For histotripsy, this amount of receive 
time would be acceptable, as the round-trip acoustic propagation time between the array elements 
and the focus for histotripsy arrays is often around 200 μs. However, for many applications such 
as aberration correction, it is necessary to receive on all channels, and a receiver system must also 
be able to withstand the high power levels of histotripsy driving systems. 
Histotripsy systems destroy tissue by inducing a cloud of inertially cavitating microbubbles 
that mechanically lyse cells in the target region [7, 8, 9]. As will be further discussed in chapters 
4 and 5, inertially cavitating microbubbles induce complex acoustic emissions that can be detected 
by ultrasonic receivers including histotripsy systems [10, 11]. Upon initiation caused by the arrival 
of a high-pressure peak-negative pulse of ultrasound, existing microbubbles and gas pockets on 
cavitation nuclei expand rapidly to several orders of magnitude larger than their original size [12, 
13]. For a single bubble, during the period of highest bubble-wall acceleration (at which point the 
bubble wall is traveling at a velocity higher than the speed of sound in the medium), a shockwave 
is emitted that is focused about the geometric center of the bubble [14, 15, 16]. The bubble 
continues to grow until it reaches a maximum radius, Rmax, at which point it begins to collapse 
inward upon itself. During the final stages of this collapse when the bubble radius is immeasurably 
small, another shockwave is released [17, 18]. For clouds of cavitating bubbles, a complex series 
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of shockwaves are emitted, and these are collectively referred to as acoustic cavitation emission 
(ACE) signals [10, 19, 20]. The usefulness of these ACE signals for histotripsy feedback will be 
discussed later in this dissertation. For the purposes of this chapter, however, all that is important 
to note about these signals is that we must develop a way to measure these signals with histotripsy 
transducers. 
This chapter is split into three sections. First, in Section 3.2, this chapter will discuss several 
important prototypes that led to the development of the current state-of-the-art receive-capable 
histotripsy system at a high level. Second, in Section 3.3, this chapter will discuss in detail the 
technical aspects of the first fully-functioning histotripsy receiver prototype used in [11]. Third, in 
Section 3.4, the technical details of the current state-of-the-art integrated receive-capable 
histotripsy system will be discussed.  
 
3.2. List of Notable Prototypes 
The design challenges associated with developing the first-ever receive-capable histotripsy 
system required a multitude of design tests and revisions before a complete design could be 
realized. From the initial proof-of-concept design to the final fully-integrated receive-capable 
system, over ten unique prototype systems were designed, built, and tested. The purpose of this 
section is to highlight some key prototypes and orient the reader as to the preliminary work that 
preceded the systems that were capable of true receive-capable histotripsy. Technical details will 
begin in Section 3.3. 
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3.2.1 Eight-Channel Passive Receiver: Purple Board 
The first working prototype for the receive system, the Purple Board, was an 8-channel 
analog, passive circuit that implemented nonlinear compression of high voltage waveforms. 
Nonlinear compression was realized via a diode-capacitor voltage divider that compressed all 
signals above approximately 0.7 Volts. The nonlinear compression circuitry will be discussed in 
detail in Section 3.3. This prototype was intended to be used in conjunction with two four-channel 
oscilloscopes to collect data from eight channels of a histotripsy array. Notably, this was the first 
printed circuit board designed and constructed by the author (Figure 3.1). This prototype was used 
in part to collect the data used in [21, 19]. A detailed schematic of this circuit is shown in Figure 
3.6. 
Figure 3.1: Purple Board prototype with eight populated passive receive 
channels. 
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3.2.2 Verasonics System 
In order to collect data from a large histotripsy system rather than a subset of eight 
channels, a receiver system capable of acquiring data from hundreds of channels simultaneously 
needed to be devised in addition to the nonlinear voltage compression circuitry developed with the 
Purple Board (and discussed in detail in Section 3.3). Due to what were seen at the time to be large 
overhead costs of both funding and time associated with developing a custom digitized receiver 
system, the decision was made to use an existing ultrasound acquisition system as the core data 
management device. A Verasonics Imaging System (SS number: 1634; Verasonics, Inc., 
Redmond, WA, USA) with 128 transmit and receive channels was connected to a custom 128-
channel breakout board designed by colleagues at the University of Washington that allowed each 
Figure 3.2: Verasonics receive-system prototype including the 128-channel breakout board (right) 
connected to the standard 128-channel ultrasound connector on the Verasonics transmit-and-
receive system. 
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channel of the Verasonics system to be individually addressed via a coaxial connector. The initial 
idea was to attach a larger version of the nonlinear voltage compressor to this breakout board or to 
develop a new breakout board that incorporated these electronics. If successful, this system would 
have allowed for acquisition of up to 128 channels of a histotripsy system when also integrated 
with a nonlinear voltage compressor for each channel. However, this prototype failed due to some 
intrinsic restrictions of the Verasonics system caused by firmware intended to protect the sensitive 
receive electronics. To attach a custom array to the Verasonics system, the system firmware 
requires the user to develop a custom transducer profile that initializes the system parameters for 
channel count and sampling frequency as well as several other parameters. This custom profile 
significantly limits the overall functionality of the system. For example, the sampling frequency 
was limited to 10 MHz when only using a small number of channels, and was dropped down to 5 
MHz or less to acquire more data.  Furthermore, the available sampling frequencies were set to 
certain pre-determined levels rather than a custom rate between some given range. Additionally, 
this particular Verasonics system allowed for 128 simultaneous transmit channels but only 64 
simultaneous received channels (this system uses a multiplexer to alternate between banks of 64 
channels when acquiring ultrasound data from a typical ultrasound probe such as a standard 128-
channel L7-4 probe). While the Verasonics systems are clearly optimized for custom ultrasound 
imaging applications, they cannot be treated as generalized multi-channel data acquisition systems. 
The result of this prototype was the realization that the development of a custom receive circuit 
with parallel digitization of hundreds of channels for histotripsy feedback was necessary. 
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3.2.3 Eight-Channel ADC1175 Evaluation Module 
In order to 1) test the ability of an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) to collect acoustic 
data after the nonlinear voltage compressor and 2) test the ability for a field-programmable gate 
array (FPGA) to acquire data from multiple ADCs simultaneously, an 8-channel digital receiver 
evaluation module was designed, built, and extensively tested (Figure 3.3). The ADC chosen was 
a 1-channel, 8-bit ADC with a 20 MHz sampling rate (ADC1175, Texas Instruments, Inc., Dallas, 
TX, USA). This ADC is discussed in greater detail in Section 3.3. Each ADC was fed into eight 
general purpose input/output (GPIO) pins of an FPGA (Cyclone IV, Intel Corporation, Santa Clara, 
CA, USA) that was embedded on a breakout board (DE0-Nano, Terasic, Inc. Hsinchu, Taiwan) 
that allowed for simple integration with the custom PCB in Figure 3.3 using two 40-pin headers. 
Data was transmitted from the FPGA to a master control computer via USB. While this prototype 
was successful in the simultaneous acquisition of eight histotripsy channels, the primary 
Figure 3.3: 8-channel digital receive system with analog nonlinear voltage compressor front-end. 
DE0-Nano FPGA module was attached to the two black 40-pin headers during operation. 
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conclusion from this prototype was that while USB data speeds are fast enough to transmit large 
amounts of data, this solution does not scale as (1) USB hubs with dozens of inputs are not 
available and (2) communicating with dozens of individual USB devices to receive data in parallel 
would result in a data acquisition bottleneck. Therefore, in order to implement real-time feedback, 
a faster data transmission method was required. 
 
3.2.4 Standalone Multi-Channel Receiver: Retrofit System 
The Retrofit System (Figure 3.4) was the first successful receive-capable histotripsy system 
and is discussed in detail in Section 3.3. The design of this prototype allowed any existing 
histotripsy system to be retrofitted with receive-capability. The front end of this prototype used 
the same analog front end and ADC from the Eight-Channel ADC1175 Evaluation Module but 
with an upgraded FPGA chip (Cyclone V SoC, Intel Corporation, Santa Clara, CA, USA) 
embedded on a higher-performance breakout board (DE0-Nano SoC, Terasic, Inc. Hsinchu, 
Taiwan), which, importantly, included gigabit Ethernet hardware that was used to transmit data 
from all FPGAs in a system. The first version of this system used 14 8-channel FPGA/SoC 
modules in parallel to acquire data from an existing 112-channel histotripsy system. This system 
was used in [11]. Versions of this system were also built to receive-enable a 256-channel, 500-
kHz hemispherical transcranial histotripsy array and a 32-element, 1-MHz spherical histotripsy 
transducer, which were both used to collect the data used in two manuscripts in preparation. 
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3.2.5 Fully Receive-Capable Integrated Histotripsy System: Poseidon 
Project Poseidon is a fully functional transmit- and receive-capable system that is able to 
drive any histotripsy array up to 512 channels and is discussed in detail in Section 3.4. Both the 
ADC and FPGA/SoC modules used in Poseidon are upgraded versions of those used in the Retrofit 
System. The integrated nature of this system allows for simultaneous control of both the transmit 
and receive capabilities of the system thus enabling a multitude of histotripsy experiments that 
Figure 3.4: The Retrofit System integrated with a 112-channel, 500-kHz histotripsy array. Input 
data to the receive system is transmitted via the black BNC cables on the left and right sides of the 
system, and data transmission between the FPGA/SoC modules and the master computer occurs 
via the yellow Ethernet cables in the middle. 
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were not previously possible. An image of one 8-channel board of this system is shown in Figure 
3.5. Schematic-level diagrams of this system are shown in the appendix. 
3.3. Retrofit System 
3.3.1 Materials and Methods 
3.3.1.1 Analog Front-End Circuitry 
To acquire acoustic information from the histotripsy array elements, the transmit line must 
be probed directly. However, the transmit waveform is on the order of 3 kV while the received 
waveforms are on the order of tens of Volts. Therefore, a nonlinear voltage compressor was 
Figure 3.5: 8-Channel Poseidon board including analog transmit and receive electronics (red), 
FPGA/SoC module (yellow), ADC and supporting electronics (green), and card edge connector 
for backplane connection (pink). 
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devised to compress the received voltages to a range that the sensitive receive electronics could 
handle. The passive components of this circuit were chosen and tested through a series of 
prototypes (Sections 3.2.1 - 3.2.3) prior to designing the Retrofit System. The fundamental 
components of this circuit are shown in Figure 3.6. The circuit consists of a capacitive voltage 
divider (C1 and C2), which attenuates all incoming signals from transducer element TX1 to 
approximately 10%. A capacitive divider was used (as opposed to a resistive one) because the aim 
was to attenuate an AC signal, and a capacitive divider is a much cheaper and smaller alternative 
to a transformer. Further, the use of a capacitive divider blocks any high voltage DC and can 
therefore be used to receive signals from a variety of high voltage driver designs. The second 
component is a diode-capacitor voltage divider (D1, D2, and C3) that provides nonlinear 
attenuation to compress signals above approximately 0.7 Volts and AC couples the signal into the 
ADC. The final component before the ADC is a voltage level shifter that puts the signal in the 
appropriate voltage range for the ADC (R2 and R3). The initial version of this circuit did not 
include resistor R1. However, upon further investigation, it was found that a voltage-dependent 
phase shift was induced without this resistor. This phase shift was induced by the recovery of the 
diodes when high voltages were applied. For applications where signal phase is important, such as 
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aberration correction, this phase shift is a detrimental flaw. However, with an appropriately valued 
resistor depending on the impedance of C1 and C2, this issue can be avoided. 
 
3.3.1.2 Analog-to-Digital Conversion and Data Handling 
The ADC chosen for this application was the ADC1175 (Texas Instruments, Dallas, TX, 
USA), which is a 20-MHz, 8-bit, one-channel ADC. This ADC was chosen due to its low cost, 
ease of use, and ease of installation. The part comes in the standard 24-TSSOP package and is 
therefore easily installable by hand, and costs less than $2.00, which is an insignificant cost per 
channel for histotripsy systems, which cost tens of thousands of dollars. The ADC1175 can be 
powered off 5V power and only consumes approximately 10 mA under maximum operation 
conditions, so the overall systemic impact of this component is small. The ADC1175 works by 
receiving an analog signal and converting it into an 8-bit signal which is output as eight parallel 
outputs. For this system, the eight digital outputs were connected to eight dedicated general-
purpose input/output (GPIO) pins on an FPGA module (DE0-Nano SoC, Terasic, Inc., Hsinchu, 
Taiwan, China). This FPGA module consisted of an FPGA (Cyclone V SoC, Intel Corporation, 
Figure 3.6: Retrofit System front-end analog circuit. 
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Santa Clara, CA, USA) and other requisite components such as memory and Ethernet hardware. 
Each FPGA module received data from eight channels, resulting in 64 parallel digital inputs. 
3.3.1.3 High-Level Architecture 
The high-level system architecture for the retrofit system is shown in Figure 3.7. The 
design of this system allows for virtually any existing histotripsy system to be retrofitted with 
receive-capability. All N channels of a histotripsy driver are connected to both the receiver and 
their respective histotripsy element via build-in T-connectors on each channel of the 8-channel 
receiver boards. The DE0-Nano SoC FPGA boards receive 8-bit data from 8 separate channels, 
and then sends it via Ethernet to the Master Computer via an Ethernet switch (not shown) and a 
local area network router. For an N channel histotripsy system, there are M = ceil(N/8) Ethernet 
cables. The main computer controls both the transmit and receive capability of the overall system. 
However, the transmit and receive portions of retrofitted systems run separately. To synchronize 
the two systems, a trigger is output from the driver system to the receiver system so that the 
receiver system can record data at the appropriate time, i.e., at the same time after each histotripsy 
pulse when data acquisition is desired. 
 
Figure 3.7: High-level system architecture for the retrofit histotripsy receiver system. White boxes 
indicate hardware modules, and blue boxes indicate hardware submodules. M equals the number 
of Ethernet connections between the receiver and the router, and N indicates the number of 
channels in the histotripsy system. 
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3.3.1.4 Software 
All FPGA software for this system was written in Verilog HDL, and all SoC and Master 
Computer software was written in C and Python. A software block diagram is shown in Figure 
3.8A and a system state flow diagram is shown in Figure 3.8B. The software is divided into three 
systems with increasing levels of abstraction: the FPGA, SoC, and Master Computer levels. The 
Figure 3.8: (A) Software flow and (B) state flow diagrams for the retrofit histotripsy receiver 
system. 
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FPGA software consists of a communications module (com_module.v), which handles the FPGA 
state machine as well as the data acquisition directly off the ADCs from the GPIO pins connected 
to the FPGA. The top level (ghrd.v) is based on the Golden Hardware Reference Design from Intel, 
and instantiates all FPGA sub-modules including the communications module, the SoC 
communications module (not shown) and various PLL and RAM modules (not shown). The SoC 
communications modules simply activates existing dedicated data transfer channels between the 
HPS and FPGA sides of the Cyclone V SoC chip and sets up appropriate addresses. The SoC 
software consists of the main HPS program (HPSmain.c) and a header file that includes various 
functions used by the HPS (client_funcs.h). The main HPS program directly communicates with 
the Master Computer through a server program (cServer.c) running on the Master Computer. This 
server program controls the socket programming of the system and scans the network for SoCs 
that wish to communicate with the Master. The two user-oriented software modules include the 
data server (dataServer.py) and the therapy control module (MaizeChipy.py). These two software 
modules allow the user to create a therapy plan which includes both transmit and receive and 
essentially ties the two asynchronous systems (i.e., the driver system and the receiver system) 
together.  
 To ensure the integrity of the receiver data acquisition for each desired pulse, a state 
machine, which runs on the FPGA, controls when each hardware module can perform certain 
operations (Figure 3.8B). At the beginning of treatment, all receiver modules enter an idle state 
called “trigWait.” In this state, the FPGA waits for the histotripsy driver to transmit a trigger to a 
dedicated GPIO pin. Once the trigger is received, the FPGA enters the “delayWait” state, and the 
HPS remains idle, waiting for data. At this time, the FPGA waits for a pre-determined amount of 
time before recording data from the ADCs. The duration of this wait is programmed by the user 
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when planning the treatment. Once the wait is complete, the FPGA enters the “ADCWrite” state. 
In this state, the HPS remains idle while the FPGA records data from all channels and stores this 
data in on-chip RAM. The recording is complete once the FPGA has recorded the desired amount 
of data that was set by the user in a similar fashion to how the user set the trigger wait time. Once 
the recording is complete, the FPGA enters the “HPSRead” state in which the FPGA alerts the 
HPS that there is data to be collected. The FPGA will remain in this state until the HPS alerts the 
FPGA that it has received all data. Once the HPS read is complete, the system then returns to the 
trigWait state and waits for the next trigger from the driver system 
3.3.2 Results 
The retrofit receive system was first implemented on a 112-channel, 500 kHz histotripsy 
system (Figure 3.4). This system consisted of 14 FPGA/SoC systems running in parallel. Based 
on the data limits of the system and Ethernet communications, the system was capable of recording 
Figure 3.9: Example data from all 112 channels (y-axis) from one histotripsy pulse. These 
particular data are from the shockwave emitted by a bubble cloud that was received by all channels 
on the histotripsy array and was then used for aberration correction (see Chapter 5).  
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approximately 400 μs of data from all channels simultaneously with a 20 MHz sampling frequency 
at a 200 Hz histotripsy pulse repetition frequency (PRF). This results in a total data acquisition 
rate of approximately 184 MB per second. For a typical histotripsy treatment of 500 pulses at 1000 
locations at 200 Hz PRF, this system would generate 450 GB of data in approximately 40 minutes. 
An example subset of data from all 112 channels from one pulse is shown in Figure 3.9. 
 
3.3.3 Discussion 
The retrofit system exhibited the ability to enable receive capability on any histotripsy 
system for the first time. Since the first implementation on the 112-channel, 500-kHz histotripsy 
array, this receiver design has been implemented on a 32-element spherical transducer designed 
for cavitation physics experiments and a 256-channel system designed for transcranial therapy.  
While this system was successful, there are several improvements that should be made for 
the next version of this system, which is discussed in Section 3.4. First, the reason that this system 
was built as a retrofit rather than an entirely new histotripsy system with receive capability 
integrated with the transmit circuitry was that creating a brand new driving system is an expensive 
process relative to the electronics in this receiver system. While the retrofit style worked here, it 
resulted in two asynchronous systems running within the same therapy system. To synchronize 
these systems required a relatively substantial effort, and it results in a system that is relatively 
difficult to use and understand for the new user. The next version of this system should integrate 
transmit and receive capability into one system such that the FPGA/SoC modules control both 
processes for their respective channels. Second, the ADC used in this system was relatively low-
quality in comparison to the ADCs used in modern ultrasound imaging equipment. While the 
maximum sample rate was a low 20 MHz, the bandwidth of the histotripsy receiver elements is 
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comparatively narrow- and low-band. Therefore, this is not an issue. The bit-depth, however, of 
the ADC1175 is quite low and rendered the desired dynamic range of the system a difficult 
standard to achieve. This issue was exacerbated by the fact that the front end analog circuit was 
not optimized for certain treatments. For example, treating through tissue resulted in reflections 
and acoustic emissions on the order of tens of Volts, which fit perfectly into the 256 available bit 
levels of the ADCs. However, for transcranial treatments, reflections off the skull can result in 
received signals of 100 V or more, which were nonlinearly compressed or clipped prior to the 
ADC. Using an ADC with appropriately tuned front-end protection circuitry in future systems with 
better bit resolution would allow for a higher dynamic range and more flexible systems. Lastly, 
retrofit the nature of this system resulted in nearly double the amount of cables on a typical 
transmit-only system. This problem would also be solved by integrating transmit and receive into 
one system. 
3.4. An Integrated Transmit-and-Receive-Capable Histotripsy System: Poseidon 
3.4.1 Materials and Methods 
3.4.1.1 Analog Front-End Circuitry 
The design of the driver electronics for this system had a direct impact on the design of the 
analog receiver circuitry and will therefore be briefly discussed first to orient the reader. A 
schematic overview of the high-voltage driver for one channel is shown in Figure 3.10. In this 
driver, bank of capacitors (not shown) in series with the primary coil of the transformer are charged 
by the high voltage supply. A driver chip, U1, then triggers the n-channel MOSFET transistor, Q1, 
which sends a high voltage AC pulse through the transformer primary coil thereby generating an 
AC pulse in the transformer secondary coil with a voltage proportional to the turn ratio between 
the coils. For this system, a turn ratio of approximately 1:3 was used between the primary and 
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secondary coils. Using this method, the high voltage driver is able to generate single-cycle pulses 
at the center frequency of the transducer on the order of 3 kV.  
 As shown in Figure 3.6, the retrofit system used a capacitive voltage divider to attenuate 
high voltage AC signals partly due to the fact that this is a cheap and compact alternative to using 
a step-down transformer. In comparison to previous histotripsy driving systems, the key difference 
with this system was that the transformer in Figure 3.10 was replaced with an inductor. Using a 
transformer offers two advantages. First, the driver is able to output several times more voltage 
simply due to the transformer winding ratio. Second, because the driver for this system already 
included a transformer at the output of each channel, a third coil could be added to each transformer 
Figure 3.10: Schematic design of the high voltage driver used in the integrated receive-capable 
histotripsy system. 
Figure 3.11: Schematic overview of the transformer design used in the integrated receive-capable 
histotripsy system. 
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and then be used for the receive electronics thereby providing total isolation between the driver 
and receiver, as shown in Figure 3.11. For this system, the tertiary coil was wound with 
approximately 10-times fewer windings than the secondary coil, thereby providing a 10X 
reduction in voltage. The schematic design of the receive circuitry for the integrated receive-
capable histotripsy system is shown in Figure 3.12. Besides the change in ADC and the addition 
of the transformer, the analog receiver very closely resembles that of the retrofit system (Figure 
3.6). Importantly, due to the addition of the step-down transformer, the divider ratio of the 
capacitive voltage divider formed by C1 and C2 was increased to only a 50% reduction in voltage. 
The diode divider and accompanying phase-shift-preventing resistor used in this circuit is identical 
to that used in the retrofit system. The analog circuit is then AC coupled to the analog front-end 
(AFE) using two 0.1-μF capacitors (C3 and C4).  
 
 
3.4.1.2 Analog-to-Digital Conversion and Data Handling 
The AFE chosen for this application was the AFE5801 (Texas Instruments, Inc., Dallas, 
TX, USA), which includes an 8-channel, programmable variable gain amplifier (VGA), and an 8-
channel, 12-bit, 65 MHz (maximum sampling rate) ADC. This ADC comes in the standard QFN-
64 package and is therefore easily soldered by hand in a similar fashion to the ADC1175. This 
Figure 3.12: Schematic over of the receive circuitry for the integrated receive-capable histotripsy 
system including the analog front-end. 
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system was designed that an FGPA/SoC module (DE10-Nano SoC, Terasic, Inc., Hsinchu, 
Taiwan, China) controlled both the transmit and receive of 8 histotripsy channels. However, 
controlling the output triggers of 8 histotripsy channels in addition to 96 parallel would be 
impossible for this platform due to a limited number of GPIO pins. The AFE5801 was therefore 
also chosen because the digital outputs for each channel were transmitted to the FPGA via the low-
voltage differential signaling (LVDS) standard. This resulted in merely 16 GPIOs of the FPGA 
being consumed by the ADC. Conversion of the LVDS data was done in real-time on the FPGA 
before sending data to the HPS. Once the LVDS receive data was received and converted by the 
FPGA, it was sent to the HPS and handled identically to the methods used in the retrofit system 
for transmitting data back to the master computer. 
 
Figure 3.13: Hardware block diagram for the integrated receive-capable histotripsy system. White 
boxes indicate hardware modules, e.g., a circuit board, and gray boxes indicated important 
hardware submodules, e.g., the AFE5801. 
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3.4.1.3 High-Level Architecture 
The hardware block diagram for the integrated receive-capable histotripsy system is shown 
in Figure 3.13 and is also shown in a larger format in the appendix. The system consists of three 
circuit boards: the synchronizer, backplane, and the 8-channel T/R circuit board (codename: 
Trident). For any given histotripsy system using this architecture, there is one trident board per 
eight transducer channels, one backplane per 16 trident boards, and only one synchronizer. The 
synchronizer is currently designed to be able to support up to four backplanes, or 512 histotripsy 
channels.  
The synchronizer is used to, as its name would suggest, synchronize the entire system. The 
primary function of the synchronizer is to generate the master clock and sync signals that are 
fanned out to the entire system. The synchronizer includes a DE10-Nano SoC that is connected to 
the master computer via Ethernet. During treatment, the synchronizer generates a 10 MHz clock 
signal that is used as the master clock. The CMOS 10 MHz clock output from one GPIO pin on 
the DE10-Nano is connected to a 1:4 clock buffer (SI5330L-B00228-GM, Silicon Laboratories, 
Inc., Austin, TX, USA), which uses the LVDS standard for the clock outputs. The LVDS standard 
was chosen as the communications protocol for both the master clock and sync to reduce the risk 
of introducing an irreparable amount of noise to these signals while traversing cables, backplanes, 
and card edge connectors. Each clock output is routed to an SMA connector, which is used to 
coaxially connect the clock signals to a backplane. Due to the 1:4 output ratio of this clock buffer, 
only four backplanes are currently supported. However, one could easily design a different 
synchronizer board with a higher ratio clock buffer or several identical clock buffers to support 
larger systems. The distribution of the sync signal is performed identically to the master clock. The 
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synchronizer board also contains 10 RGB LEDs that are used to visually indicate various states of 
operation to the user, e.g., initialization, therapy active, error, etc. 
The backplane is a passive circuit board that is used to connect the master clock and sync 
signals, the high voltage and its ground, and the 5V power and its ground to the trident T/R boards. 
There is one SMA port each for the master clock and sync lines per backplane. Importantly, a 100-
Ohm terminating resistor for the LVDS clock and sync lines is included on the backplane as per 
the multidrop-LVDS standard (TIA/EIA-899) utilized to connect each of the 16 trident boards to 
the same clock and sync lines. The backplane also includes LEDs to indicate when the 5V and 
high voltage power are active. 
The trident circuit board handles all transmit and receive functionality of the histotripsy 
transducer. A DE10-Nano is used to control both transmit and receive for subsets of 8 channels. 
Each trident board includes separate power regulators for the various components, which are all 
powered from the 5V supply. The LVDS master clock and sync lines are converted back to CMOS 
using a 1:8 ratio clock buffer (SI5330G-B00217-GM, Silicon Laboratories, Inc., Austin, TX, 
USA). Only one of the outputs of each clock buffer is connected to the FPGA via the GPIO headers 
on the DE10-Nano.  
 
3.4.1.4 Software 
The software hierarchy of the Poseidon integrated receive-capable histotripsy system is 
detailed in the software block diagram in Figure 3.14 and is shown in a larger format in the 
Appendix. Other than the fact that the Poseidon software now contains transmit capability, the 
overall architecture shares many similarities with the retrofit software (Figure 3.8). All FPGA 
software was written in Verilog HDL, all SoC software in C, and the top-level Master Computer 
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software written in C with UI software modules written in Python and a new version written in 
Matlab. 
The FPGA control software includes a golden-hardware reference design top level Verilog 
file (ghrd.v), which instantiates all lower-level FPGA software modules including the ADC control 
module, the Logic Core, and the Array Pattern modules. The ADCControl_Module.v file works 
virtually identically to com_module.v in the retrofit system. The major difference now is that 
ADCControl_Module.v no longer waits for an external trigger from a separate driver system. 
Instead, all state changes are internally controlled and data acquisition occurs synchronously with 
the driving portion of the system. Furthremore, the ADC control module also controls the serial 
programming of the ADC which includes modifying the gain an TGC profile. There is, however, 
still a state machine that handles when the FPGA receives data and when the HPS acquires this 
data from the FPGA, and there is no continuous acquisition option where the ADC continuously 
records throughout treatment despite the presence of a histotripsy pulse. This would result in an 
astronomically large and unnecessary amount of data. To protect users from accidentally acquiring 
Figure 3.14: Software block diagram for integrated receive-capable histotripsy system. Software 
architecture allows for system programmability at several layers of abstraction including the 
Python architecture used in the retrofit system as well as a new Matlab high-level user interface. 
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too much data and crashing the system, a maximum record time of 400 us is still maintained at a 
high level on the master computer. 
For transmit, the Logic Core controls the state of the therapy. This core works in a similar 
manner to the Instruction Memory Module of the previous MaizeChip systems, and the 
ArrayPattern_Module.v, PatGen_Module.v, and OnePatGen_Module.v files remained virtually 
untouched from MaizeChip other than the necessary changes for channel numbers per driving 
board. However, the major change between this system and previous systems is the addition of 
large on-chip RAMs, which are shown in green in Figure 3.14. These RAMs are used for both 
transmit and receive and are enabled by the presence of the HPS interface. These RAMs operate 
on the heavyweight bridge instantiated by the QSYS software in the Intel Quartus Prime 
development suite and essentially act as DMAs that are accessible by both the FPGA and HPS. To 
write any given treatment plan to the FPGA, the HPS writes the entire 32-bit program into the 
RAM before treatment, which eliminates the need for the FPGA to serially receive and store 
individual instructions. This also significantly increases the number of treatment points from 
roughly 1000 locations on previous systems to over 27,000 locations on this system. 
On the SoC, the hps0.h header file is used to map the memory locations of the various on-
chip RAMs and is automatically generated by Quartus, and the client_funcs.h header file is used 
to define the various therapy functions, e.g., fire, receive, wait, etc. Together, these files allow the 
master computer to write individual treatment commands directly to the FPGA-level on-chip 
RAMs on every board in the system. 
Other than the addition of new protocols for transferring therapy planning information from 
the master computer to the FPGA, the HPS software on the SoC has remained untouched for the 
most part from the retrofit system. Because of this, the general functionality of cServer.c is also 
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vastly unchanged other than the addition of functions necessary for treatment. Additionally, the 
previous version of cServer.c used on the retrofit system was only usable on a Linux-based master 
computer. Due to the fact that the majority of lab computers run Windows OS and many supporting 
software packages (e.g., high-speed camera software) are only available for Windows-based 
computers, a new version of cServer.c that can be run from the Windows OS has been created. 
From a top-level point of view, the major changes are from the user-oriented side. While 
cServer.c functions virtually identically, a new Matlab Interface has been included in this 
distribution. The MIF includes a dataServer.m, which functions similarly to dataServer.py, and a 
new set of functions contained in BlueChip.m. The reason for doing this was that the previous 
version of histotripsy controller software that was built for transmit-only systems, called 
MaizeChip, is built in Matlab at high level. Therefore, the vast majority of histotripsy users are 
most familiar with a Matlab-based interface, so we wanted to ensure that the typical histotripsy 
researcher would be able to operate this system without first having to obtain a computer 
engineering degree. 
An example Matlab script for running Poseidon with the BlueChip MIF is shown in Figure 
3.15. One familiar with the program style of previous transmit-only systems will immediately feel 
at home. The major stylistic changes come from the fact that all commands are now stored in a 
class that is now instantiated by calling the blueInit() function. This function initializes 
communications with the Poseidon system. The user then stops any execution before moving on 
to setting up the transmit program. Performing the set up for transmit charge times and phases is 
identical to the way it was with the previous MaizeChip systems. Next, the user initializes the 
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receive system. First, the user selects the amount data they wish to collect after each pulse up to 
400 μs. For the BlueChip system, the ADCs are hard-coded to run at a 25 MHz sampling 
frequency. Doing so reduces the chances of fatal software errors, and 25 MHz is more than 
substantial for any histotripsy experiments given that the majority of histotripsy transducers do not 
have a bandwidth that extends above 1 MHz. Next, the user calls the toggleReceive() 
command to initialize the receive system. This command forces the FPGA into a state in which it 
programs the ADCs functionality through the serial interface. Once it is done (which takes on the 
% Initialize BlueChip System 
d = blueInit();                     % Initialize BlueChip communcations 
d.stop_execution;                   % stop any program that might be running 
  
% set up TX program: 
%********************* 
ct = 500*ones(1,32);                % 5 usec charge time for all channels 
d.set_chipmem_wloc(25)              % specify location for charge data 
d.write_array_pattern_16bit(ct)     % write charge time to memory 
%********************* 
  
% set up RX program: 
%********************* 
d.setRecLen(400e-6)                 % set receive record length (max 400 usec) 
d.toggleReceive(1)                  % initializes receive system 
%********************* 
  
% here is the actual program: 
%********************* 
d.set_imem_wloc(0)                  % start at instruction memory location 0 
d.loadincr_chipmem(1,25)            % data memory location 25 
d.set_amp(0)                        % set charge times 
d.set_phase(0)                      % also set delay 
d.start_loop(1,5000)                % fire the output 5000 times 
    d.fire(0)                       % fire output 
    d.waitsec(100e-6)               % pause 100 usec    
    d.receive(0)                    % trigger receive system 
    d.waitsec(10e-3-100e-6)         % pause 10 msec -> 100 Hz 
d.end_loop(1)                       % end loop 
d.halt                              % stop at end of loop 
%******************** 
  
d.execute_program(0)                % run program     
 
Figure 3.15: Example program for running the BlueChip system in Matlab with receive on every 
pulse. 
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order of 10s of microseconds), it alerts the HPS that the ADC is initialized. From this point in the 
program forward, the functionality is identical to that in the previous MaizeChip system. The only 
difference is that the user must call the receive() function (an argument of 0 is default and 
optional) to receive data after a pulse. This gives the user the flexibility to decide whether or not 
receive data is acquired after any given pulse. In this example, the treatment plan has the transducer 
fire a pulse 5000 times at a 100 Hz PRF. At 100 μs after the transducer is fired (programmed via 
d.waitsec(100e-6)), the receive system is triggered and acquires data for 400 μs. The system 
then waits another 9.9 ms until the next pulse to ensure a treatment PRF of 100 Hz. 
 
3.4.1.5 Mechanical System Design 
The first two systems built using this architecture were built to drive a 260-channel 
abdominal transducer and 360-channel transcranial transducer. Therefore, each system required 
three backplanes, so the mechanical design for both was identical. Both systems were rack-
mounted in off the shelf 25U server racks (SR4POST25, Tripp Lite, Chicago, IL, USA) mounted 
on caster wheels for easy movability. Each backplane required 5U of rack space but only 
approximately 12-inches of depth. Therefore, the driver outputs were mounted on the back side of 
the rack, taking up 15U of the rack, while the user-oriented components were mounted on the front 
of the rack. The user-oriented components included the synchronizer (5U), high-voltage power 
amplifier (1U), computer (4U), and 5V power switch (mounted with synchronizer). The overall 
design of these systems allowed for simply portability and usability by hiding all unnecessarily 
complicated electronics within the rack and porting all transducer cables out the back side while 
providing a comfortable, convenient physical user interface on the front side. While the overall 
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design was complete at the time of this dissertation, the parts required for assembly were not yet 
available and so no image of either system is yet available. 
 
3.4.2 Results 
The transfer functions for both the Retrofit system and the Integrated (Poseidon) system 
are shown in Figure 3.16. The Poseidon system exhibited better linearity in both the low voltage 
(<30 V) and high voltage regimes. In the low voltage regime, the Retrofit system exhibited a range 
of approximately 0.7 V while the Poseidon system exhibited a range over 1 V, which means that 
there is less nonlinear compression for smaller signals. In the high voltage regime, the Retrofit 
system exhibited a nonlinear transfer function that appeared to begin linear growth at higher 
voltage levels while the Poseidon system exhibited nearly perfect logarithmic growth towards a 
threshold around 2 V peak-to-peak. The improved linearity of the Poseidon system results in more 
Figure 3.16: Transfer functions for the Retrofit (black) and Poseidon (red) systems. The x-axis 
indicates the peak-to-peak voltage measured at the element, and the y-axis indicates the peak-to-
peak voltage measured just before the ADC for both systems. 
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predictable input-output characteristics and an improved dynamic range over the Retrofit system, 
which will be discussed in detail later in this section.  
The bandwidth of the Poseidon system was analyzed by acquiring a single-cycle 
shockwave emitted by a single histotripsy cavitation bubble (Figure 3.17). When acquired by a 
broadband hydrophone, these single-cycle shockwaves appear as a broadband impulse with a rise 
time on the order of tens of nanoseconds, as shown in Figure 3.17A. However, when acquired on 
a passive histotripsy element that is not connected to a histotripsy driver, the rise time of the 
impulse is reduced significantly, as shown in Figure 3.17B. However, the overall impulse shape is 
still observable, and the arrival time of the highest pressure portion of the shockwave is easily 
observable. When connected to a histotripsy driver, the impulse response of a histotripsy element 
becomes narrowband and a significant amount of ringing is introduced, as shown in Figure 3.17C. 
The power spectra of these three signals is shown in Figure 3.17D. As expected, the hydrophone 
Figure 3.17: Single-bubble shockwaves recorded on a (A) broadband hydrophone, (B) passive 
histotripsy element not connected to a driving system, and (C) histotripsy element connected to 
the Poseidon driving system. (D) Power spectra of the signals shown in (A), (B), and (C). 
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shockwave signal exhibits a broadband frequency response while the histotripsy elements (both 
connected and not connected to the driver) exhibit a narrowband frequency response due to the 
fact that they are large piezoelectric disks with a specific resonant frequency. However, the driver-
connected element exhibits a significantly more narrowband frequency response with around 10% 
bandwidth or less while the passive element exhibited a bandwidth around 30-50%. This reduction 
in bandwidth is due to the large inductance of the secondary coil of the transformer, which drives 
the frequency response to its resonant frequency. This same issue existed in previous systems 
where an inductor was used instead of a transformer. This reduction in bandwidth makes it more 
difficult to determine the precise arrival time of shockwaves, which is important for both treatment 
monitoring and aberration correction.  
Given the shockwave waveform in Figure 3.17C, which has a peak to peak amplitude of 
approximately 200 mV, the received waveforms that would be acquired by the ADCs of both the 
Retrofit and Poseidon systems would have voltage levels of approximately 165 mV and 100 mV 
according to the transfer functions shown in Figure 3.16. Given that the ADCs are able to acquire 
signals across a voltage range of approximately 2 V peak-to-peak, we can estimate the quantization 
and therefore the dynamic range of each system. The ADC on the Retrofit system acquired signals 
at 8-bit while the Poseidon system acquires signals at 12-bit. This means that, across the 2 V range, 
the Retrofit ADC quantizes signals to approximately 9.3 mV levels while the Poseidon ADC 
quantizes to 0.53 mV levels. Given the 165 mV and 100 mV shockwave waveforms on the Retrofit 
and Poseidon systems, respectively, each system would quantize the shockwave signal in Figure 
3.17C into 18 levels and 189 levels, respectively. A simulation of this quantization is shown in 
Figure 3.18. Qualitatively, the shockwave acquired by the Retrofit system is clearly quantized to 
some of the lowest possible sensitivity levels of the system while the Poseidon-acquired 
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shockwave looks virtually identical to the analog signal. This results in the ability for better signal 
processing and quantitative assessment of ACE signals. Given that 𝐷𝑦𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑐 𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 = 20 ×
log10(𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑉𝑚𝑖𝑛⁄ ), where 𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥  and 𝑉𝑚𝑖𝑛 are the maximum and minimum respective possible 
signal levels that each system can acquire, we can estimate that the Retrofit system has a 48 dB 
dynamic range while the Poseidon system has a 72 dB dynamic range. This means that the 
Poseidon system has a dynamic range that is nearly 16-times better than the Retrofit system.  
 
3.4.3 Discussion 
In this chapter, we developed and tested the first receive-capable histotripsy systems. A 
multitude of prototypes were developed to test various aspects of receive-based histotripsy prior 
to a full-scale implementation. The work in this chapter began with early-stage analog receiver 
prototypes and concluded with the disclosure of the design of a fully-integrated receive-capable 
histotripsy system. The Poseidon system and BlueChip software architecture allow for seamless 
integration of receive capability into existing histotripsy workflows. The current design allows for 
up to 512 histotripsy channels to be driven simultaneously, all with receive capability at 25 MHz 
Figure 3.18: Simulation of ADC quantization for a single-cycle shockwave received by the 
Retrofit receiver system (left) and the integrated Poseidon receiver system (right). 
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sampling with up to 400 μs of acquired data per pulse. However, by designing a different 
synchronizer board with more than one clock and sync buffer chip, a system with thousands of 
channels could easily be devised. Further testing of these systems is awaiting the fabrication of 
their accompanying transducers. However, the full functionality of this hardware and software 
architecture is complete. 
Several improvements can still be made to the state-of-the-art system in this chapter, which 
will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter 6 but highlighted upon here. First, the reliance on 
using off-the-shelf FPGA platforms results in a significant loss of flexibility. FPGAs are inherently 
flexible devices with typically hundreds of I/Os and dozens of LVDS pairs allowing for a massive 
amount of data throughput. However, the DE0-Nano and DE10-Nano boards reduce this 
functionality by dedicating many of the I/Os to peripheral hardware on their respective boards that 
are not used at all for these histotripsy systems, e.g., HDMI or audio output. While the engineering 
effort required to design a custom PCB will all the necessary supporting hardware to support 
modern FPGAs such as the Cyclone V SoC would be significant, the efforts could pay off 
substantially and may result in systems that have many more than eight channels controlled by a 
single FPGA. This would result in lighter-weight, faster, and cheaper histotripsy systems. 
A second major possible improvement to these systems would be to improve the bandwidth 
of the receiver portion of the system. Due to the inductive load of the driver caused by the 
transformer, frequencies outside the driver frequency band are significantly attenuated to the point 
that they are virtually undetectable. Meanwhile, the histotripsy elements themselves are relatively 
narrowband and act as excellent passive receivers. While the ADC and analog front-end circuitry 
is also capable of capturing information well outside the driver frequency band, none of it is 
captured due to this flaw. Therefore, either higher bandwidth driving systems or receive systems 
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that are able to completely isolate the transducer and receive circuit from the driver (e.g., with a 
T/R switch) would drastically improve performance. This would be especially impactful for 
improved functionality in areas such as aberration correction where the acquisition of broadband 
shockwaves is desired. 
 
3.5. Summary 
This chapter detailed the first receive-based histotripsy systems and discussed, in detail, 
the technical challenges associated with doing so. Using the information in this chapter, it is our 
hope that other histotripsy researchers as well as therapeutic ultrasound researchers in general may 
be able to develop receive-enabled therapeutic ultrasound systems to further the field of 
noninvasive ultrasonic surgery. 
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CHAPTER 4 
 
Acoustic Cavitation Emission Monitoring for Histotripsy Feedback 
The majority of this chapter has been published in Physics in Medicine & Biology. 2018; 
63(055013):1-13. 
© PMB. Reprinted, with permission, from [1]. 
4.1. Introduction 
Histotripsy is a tissue ablation method that uses highly controlled acoustic cavitation to 
noninvasively destroy soft tissue using high peak rarefactional pressure amplitude (>28 MPa), 
short duration (1-2 cycles) ultrasonic pulses in the intrinsic threshold regime [2, 3, 4]. Histotripsy 
destroys tissue by repeatedly initiating a dense cloud of cavitation microbubbles, which coalesce 
and collapse violently, thereby fractionating tissue into acellular homogenate [5, 6]. Upon arrival 
of the acoustic pulse, existing cavitation nuclei in the treated medium are excited, resulting in a 
fast expansion of bubbles. These bubbles expand several orders of magnitude until they have 
reached a maximum radius, Rmax, and then collapse in a violent fashion to microscopic size [7]. 
This sequence of energetic expansion and collapse is known as inertial cavitation [8], which is the 
fundamental physical mechanism through which histotripsy destroys tissue [9]. After a sufficient 
number of pulses, histotripsy can completely fractionate soft tissue into a liquefied acellular 
homogenate [10]. It is known that areas of the body with a higher Young’s modulus (a quantitative 
indicator of stiffness) such as the wall of blood vessels or fibrous tissues, e.g., tendons, take higher 
doses of histotripsy pulses to completely liquefy [11, 12].  
 Previously, ultrasound elastography techniques, such as acoustic radiation force impulse 
(ARFI) imaging and shear wave imaging, have been used to monitor histotripsy-induced tissue 
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fractionation in real-time [13, 14, 15].  It has been found that ultrasound elastography is able to 
track tissue fractionation with higher sensitivity than by simply observing changes in the B-mode 
speckle intensity that are caused by the destruction of diffuse scatterers in the tissue [16, 17, 18]. 
In these studies, it was shown that the Young’s modulus of soft tissues, such as kidney and liver, 
decreases throughout histotripsy treatment until a threshold is reached at which point the tissue has 
been completely liquefied [15].  
Cavitation bubble dynamics models in viscoelastic media show that the cavitation bubble 
collapse time (tcol), i.e., the time between the initial expansion and first collapse of the bubble 
cloud, is expected to increase with decreasing Young’s modulus. The Kelvin-Voigt model, given 
by (E4.1) [19, 20, 21] 
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is commonly used to describe viscoelastic media, which relates the stress tensor, 𝜏, to the Young’s 
modulus, 𝐸, the deformation tensor, 𝛾, and the viscosity, 𝜇. The stress tensor can be further related 
to the bubble radius, 𝑅, through the Keller-Miksis (E4.2), 
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which is dependent upon the sound speed, 𝑐, and density, 𝜌, of the medium, the surface tension 
against air, 𝑆, the absolute forcing pressure 𝑝∞(𝑡),  an assumed spatially uniform pressure within 
the gas bubble, 𝑝𝑔, and the initial radius of the bubble, 𝑅0 [22]. From this equation, it can be seen 
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that the spatial and temporal dynamics of the bubble radius are directly dependent on the Young’s 
modulus of the medium. Previous simulations and experiments have shown that as the stiffness of 
the medium quantified by the Young’s modulus decreases, the bubble Rmax and tcol both increase 
[23, 24, 25, 26].  
We hypothesize that as target-tissue becomes further fractionated over the histotripsy 
treatment, the effective tissue stiffness decreases, and thus the tcol of the cavitation bubble cloud 
increases. It is known that both the initial expansion and collapse sequences result in the emission 
of measureable acoustic shockwaves [27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33]; thus, tcol can be measured directly 
by detecting these emitted shockwaves. We further hypothesize that the increase of tcol over the 
histotripsy treatment can be used to monitor the treatment progression and completion.  
In this study, these hypotheses were tested in three steps. First, transparent agar gel 
phantoms of varying stiffness were treated with histotripsy at a single location. We acquired the 
acoustic shockwave signal emitted by the bubble cloud collapse using broadband hydrophones, 
and we recorded high-speed imaging of the cavitation to validate the hydrophone measurements. 
The tcol parameter was calculated from both signals to compare with each other. Second, the change 
of tcol over the treatment recorded acoustically was correlated with the lesion progression in the 
tissue-mimicking red blood cell (RBC) phantoms. Third, the increasing trend of tcol over the 
treatment was validated in ex vivo bovine liver. Lastly, preliminary results from an ongoing study 
using a receive-capable histotripsy array to monitor collapse time during treatment are discussed. 
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4.2. Materials and Methods 
4.2.1 Histotripsy Transducer and Setup 
A 500 kHz, 112-element histotripsy array constructed in-house with a 15 cm radius of 
curvature and a 27 cm aperture was used for all treatments in this study [34]. A custom-built 112-
channel high-voltage pulser was used to drive each element with an approximately 1.5-cycle, 3-μs 
sinusoidal pulse. All elements were driven in-phase such that the histotripsy pulse from each 
element arrived at the geometric focus of the array simultaneously. A schematic overview of the 
setup is shown in Figure 4.1. The acoustic waveform generated at the focus was measured using a 
fiber-optic probe hydrophone (FOPH) with a 100-μm sensing tip [35]. The array produced a focal 
zone with a -6 dB beamwidth of 1.65 mm laterally and 6.50 mm axially when measured with the 
FOPH in the linear regime at a peak rarefactional pressure amplitude of 10 MPa. Above 10 MPa 
peak-negative pressure (P-), the acoustic waveform could not be measured directly because 
cavitation occurred at the FOPH tip. For P- greater than 10 MPa, the output from the transducer 
Figure 4.1: Experimental Setup. A 500 kHz 112-element high-powered ultrasound array is used 
to generate histotripsy lesions at a single location within tissue-mimicking phantoms and ex vivo 
bovine liver. Three hydrophones at varying positions are used to capture the acoustic shockwaves 
emitted by the cavitation bubble cloud, and their signals are acquired on a Picoscope data 
acquisition system (connections not shown). A high-speed camera is used to image the backlit 
bubble cloud during transparent tissue-mimicking phantom experiments. 
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was estimated by dividing the array into several subaperture slices, which were driven and 
measured separately and summed to estimate the pressure at each driving voltage. The number of 
subapertures chosen was always the minimum number required to prevent cavitation at the FOPH 
tip for each respective driver voltage level [34]. 
The histotripsy array was placed facing upwards in a water tank, and all samples were 
placed above the array at its focus (Figure 4.1). All treatments were applied at a single location at 
the geometric focus of the histotripsy array at 1-Hz pulse repetition frequency (PRF). This low 
PRF was chosen to reduce cavitation memory effects due to persistent residual nuclei, which are 
known to alter cavitation dynamics [36]. Agar samples were treated with 100 pulses, and liver 
samples were treated with 1000 pulses. 
 
4.2.2 Hydrophone-Based Cavitation Detection 
Three broadband hydrophones (Model CA-1135, Dynasen, Inc., Goleta, CA) were placed 
in the tank at three different orientations: above, to the side, and directly below the focus of the 
array all at different distances from the focus of the histotripsy array (Figure 4.1). This was done 
to investigate any differences in tcol when measured from different orientations relative to the 
sample and to ensure that we were obtaining the signal from the cavitation collapse and not from 
scattering. Each hydrophone was connected to a multi-channel oscilloscope (Picoscope 4000 
Series, Pico Technology, Cambridgeshire, UK) that was connected to the control computer. tcol 
was defined as the time between the shockwave signal from the initial expansion of the bubble 
cloud and the shockwave signal from the first collapse of the bubble cloud. To parse the expansion 
and collapse signals from the acquired signals, the hydrophone data were filtered with a 1D 
Gaussian band-pass filter centered at 6 MHz with a Gaussian root-mean square width of 1 MHz. 
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This filter was chosen because it eliminated the low frequency oscillations around the 500 kHz 
center frequency of the histotripsy transducer and also reduced very high frequency noise while 
still passing high frequency components of the broadband shockwave emissions from the bubble 
cloud. A representative cavitation emission signal from a single bubble cloud recorded on the side-
mounted hydrophone is shown in Figure 4.2. After filtration, the acoustic shockwaves emitted 
from the initial expansion and collapse of the bubble cloud had amplitudes that were approximately 
an order of magnitude greater than the noise floor. Assuming a fixed sound speed of 1480 m/s, the 
time of arrival of the shockwave from the initial expansion was predictable. The overall durations 
of the detected expansion and collapse signals were on the order of 1 μs. Because both the 
expansion and collapse emission signals were expected to be high-pressure, single-cycle 
Figure 4.2: Representative bubble cloud expansion and collapse signals acquired from 
hydrophone in an agar phantom after frequency-domain filtering using a Gaussian shaped filter 
with a 6 MHz center frequency and a Gaussian root-mean square width of 1 MHz. Time zero 
represents time at which the histotripsy array was fired. The tcol is calculated as the time between 
the peak expansion signal and the peak collapse signal. The initial expansion and first collapse 
signals were readily observable for all treatments of all phantoms and tissue samples. 
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shockwaves [37, 38], the arrival times for the expansion and collapse signals were chosen to be 
the peak pressure arrival times for each signal. Therefore, to calculate tcol, the time between the 
expansion and collapse signals was directly measured by calculating the time between the peaks 
of the two largest signals over the lifespan of the histotripsy bubble cloud. 
 
4.2.3 Experiment 1 - Hydrophone-Acquired and High Speed Camera-Acquired Collapse 
Time Change in Agarose Phantoms of Varying Stiffness 
The goal of this experiment was to test the hypotheses that 1) the tcol of the cavitation 
bubble cloud increases with both decreasing phantom stiffness and increasing histotripsy 
treatment; and 2) use optical images of the bubble cloud expansion and collapse to validate the tcol 
measurements acquired using the acoustic shockwave emitted from the collapse of the bubble 
cloud. Histotripsy-induced cavitation was generated in agarose gel phantoms with varying 
stiffness, and tcol was calculated using the acoustic shockwave emitted from the cavitation and 
validated using high-speed optical images of the cavitation bubble cloud. 
Previously, it has been shown that agar phantoms can be used to model a physiologically 
relevant range of tissue mechanical properties by modifying the concentration of agar in the 
phantom [23]. Typically, the compressional Young’s moduli for low melt temperature agar 
phantoms range from approximately 38 kPa at 1.0% concentration to approximately 929 kPa at 
5% concentration [39]. For comparison, typical physiological compressional Young’s moduli 
range from ~2-5 kPa for the weakest tissues, e.g., lung, fat, and ~900 kPa for the strongest tissues, 
e.g., cartilage [40]. For this study, low melt, molecular biology grade agar (CAS No. 9012-36-6, 
DOT Scientific, Burton, MI) was dissolved in boiling deionized water to form tissue-mimicking 
phantoms in a rectangular mold approximately 9 x 12 x 1.25 cm in size. The molds were designed 
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to reduce acoustic aberrations by ensuring that no structural supporting materials were placed 
between the histotripsy array and the phantoms to reduce acoustic aberrations. Four different types 
of agar gels were formed using concentrations of 1.0%, 1.5%, 2.5%, and 5.0% w/v to interrogate 
the relative differences in bubble dynamics across samples of varying stiffness. Phantoms were 
treated in replicates of six justified by power analysis to performed to obtain a statistical power of 
0.95 and α = 0.01 for observing the difference in tcol between agar concentrations when compared 
to a normal distribution. All phantoms were degassed in a vacuum (WOB-L 2581, Welch Vacuum, 
Mt. Prospect, IL) in a desiccator for ten minutes prior to solidification to remove small gas bubbles. 
Upon solidification, phantoms were removed from their molds and were placed in the water tank 
above the histotripsy array using a three-axis positioning system for treatment. The driving voltage 
used to treat these agar phantoms resulted in an estimated P- pressure of 33.1 MPa, which was 
measured as the summation of four array subapertures. This was just above the intrinsic threshold 
for cavitation generated using a single-cycle pulse [41], so cavitation only occurred at the area of 
highest pressure at the focus of the transducer and not throughout the entire -6 dB beamwidth. It 
is important to note that the linear summation of subapertures does not perfectly account for the 
effects of nonlinear propagation, so this P- pressure measurement is likely an overestimate. 
Hydrophone-acquired measurements of tcol were obtained throughout the entire treatment 
of each tissue-mimicking phantom. For the first pulse in each treatment of each phantom, tcol 
measurements were directly compared to observe the effects of varying stiffness of intact 
phantoms on tcol. The overall change of tcol throughout treatment relative to the tcol from the first 
pulse was then calculated to compare the tcol progression profiles throughout the treatment of each 
phantom.  
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A high-speed camera (Phantom V210, Vision Research, Inc., Wayne, NJ) with a 200-mm 
lens was used to acquire optical images of the bubble cloud expansion and collapse at 125,000 
frames-per-second with 8-μs temporal and 45.5-μm spatial resolution with an exposure of 2.0 μs 
per frame. While this is relatively poor spatial resolution, the maximum bubble sizes observed 
were on the order of >1 mm, so this resolution was satisfactory for this experiment. For each 
histotripsy pulse, 38 frames were acquired providing approximately 300 μs of high-speed images 
per histotripsy pulse. A custom-built diffuse light source was used to backlight the samples. tcol 
measurements were obtained from the high-speed images by using a summation of a binary mask 
of each frame to determine whether the bubble cloud was present [42]. The camera-acquired 
progression of tcol was then correlated with the hydrophone-acquired progression of tcol throughout 
all treatments using linear regression to optically validate the hydrophone data. 
 
4.2.4 Experiment 2 - Correlation Between Change of Collapse Time and Lesion Development 
in Red Blood Cell Phantoms 
The goal of Experiment 2 was to test the hypothesis that the increase of tcol over the 
histotripsy treatment can be used to detect the progression of tissue fractionation generated by 
histotripsy. To provide a quantifiable indication of histotripsy-induced tissue fractionation, tissue-
mimicking agar phantoms made from a thin layer of RBCs embedded between two layers of agar 
were treated with histotripsy. RBC phantoms have been previously shown to be a good indicator 
of histotripsy-induced fractionation because the RBC area turns from an opaque red when 
undamaged to a translucent pink when they are fractionated [43, 44]. High-speed optical images 
of the RBC phantom can be taken after each pulse to visualize and quantify the damaged area. To 
form the RBC phantoms, fresh bovine blood acquired from a local abattoir was mixed with citrate-
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phosphate-dextrose solution (#C7165; Sigma-Aldrich Co., St. Louis, MO, USA) to prevent 
clotting [45]. The blood was then placed in a vial in a centrifuge at a relative centrifugal force of 
1300 g for 15 minutes. Once separated, the plasma and buffy coat was aliquoted from the sample, 
leaving only packed RBCs. Agar was dissolved in a 1.0% concentration in boiling, phosphate-
buffered saline (PBS). The phantom holder from the first experiment was half-filled with the hot 
agar-saline solution, which was then allowed to cool thereby forming the bottom layer of the three-
layer phantom. RBCs were then added to a small amount of 1.0% agar-saline solution at 40 °C to 
form a 2.5% RBC-agar-saline w/w solution, which was then poured over the bottom agar layer to 
form a roughly 0.5 mm thick layer that was then allowed to solidify. Finally, a top layer of 1.0% 
agar-saline solution was added to complete the phantom thereby completely enclosing the RBC 
layer in agar gel.  
 To ensure that the RBC phantom layer was completely engulfed by the bubble cloud 
throughout the entire -6-*dB beamwidth, the histotripsy transducer was driven well above the 
intrinsic threshold level for cavitation. At the voltage levels used for the treatments in this 
experiment, the histotripsy array was estimated to output a P- pressure of 59.4 MPa when measured 
as a summation of eight subapertures using the FOPH.  
To analyze the extent of histotripsy-induced destruction optically, a high-resolution camera 
(Point Grey Chameleon 3, FLIR Systems, Inc., Richmond, BC, Canada) and macro lens were used 
to take an image of the area of destruction after each histotripsy pulse with an effective resolution 
of 11.4 μm/pixel. The samples were backlit by a custom-built diffuse light source. To compute a 
quantitative metric for fractionation progression, an approximately 0.52 mm2 region of interest 
(ROI) in the center of the lesion was extracted from each image to limit the effects of peripheral 
damage on the mean lesion intensity (MLI) metric. The MLI, defined as the average pixel intensity 
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over the ROI, was calculated for the entire treatment on a normalized scale from 0 to 1 following 
the protocol established from previously published work [46, 43]. The exposure settings of the 
camera were calibrated such that an untreated area resulted in an average MLI of 0 and an area of 
complete destruction resulted in an MLI of 1. Thus, an MLI of 1 was used to indicate complete 
fractionation. Hydrophone-acquired measurements of tcol for each histotripsy pulse were correlated 
with the change in MLI using linear regression for six treatments to validate the change in tcol as a 
measure of tissue fractionation. The sample size was determined using power analysis to obtain a 
statistical power of 0.95 and α = 0.05 for observing the change in MLI throughout treatment. 
 
4.2.5 Experiment 3 - Ex Vivo Bovine Liver Treatment 
The goal of Experiment 3 was to validate the increasing trend of tcol over the histotripsy 
treatment in ex vivo tissue. To make ex vivo liver samples, freshly excised bovine liver was 
Figure 4.3: (A) treatment grid used in volumetric treatments in Experiment 4. (B) Cross-section 
of Experiment 4 volumetric treatment grid revealing the focal location (red) at which receive-data 
was acquired with the 112-element receive-capable histotripsy array. 
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acquired from a local abattoir and was preserved in room-temperature phosphate-buffered saline 
(PBS) during transport. All liver samples were used within 12 hours of harvest. Cube-shaped 
samples of approximately 4 cm were cut from the outermost sections of the left and right lobes of 
whole liver to obtain sections away from large vasculature. Samples were then placed in degassed 
PBS under vacuum in a desiccator for five hours. Liver samples required a longer degassing period 
than agar phantoms due to natural gas formation in excised tissue. The liver cubes were then 
removed from the vacuum and were embedded in 1.5% agar blocks to maintain structural stability 
[47]. The tissue cubes were suspended in sample holders such that no structural support materials 
occluded the acoustic signal path of the histotripsy array. Upon solidification of the agar block, 
phantoms were removed from their molds and were positioned in the water above the histotripsy 
array using a three-axis positioner. Four liver samples were treated with 1000 histotripsy pulses at 
a single location at the geometric focus of this histotripsy array. This sample size was determined 
via power analysis to obtain a statistical power of 0.95 with α = 0.05 for observing the change in 
tcol throughout treatment. 
Due to the increased intrinsic threshold for cavitation in liver tissue relative to agar 
phantoms [23], the histotripsy transducer was driven well above the free-field intrinsic threshold 
for cavitation for the liver samples in this experiment. Therefore, the driving voltage used for 
treating all ex vivo samples was estimated to output a P- pressure of 59.4 MPa if the array were 
driven in the free-field at that voltage. This was the same driving voltage used for the RBC 
phantom treatments in the second experiment.  
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4.2.1 Experiment 4 - Collapse Time Monitoring using a Receive-Capable Histotripsy System 
To investigate the ability for a receive-capable histotripsy array to self-monitor the 
progression of a volumetric histotripsy treatment, the retrofitted, receive-capable, 112-element, 
500 kHz histotripsy array described in Section 3.3 was used to treat ex vivo bovine liver. Under 
the driving conditions used for this experiment, this array produced a -6 dB beamwidth of 1.65 
mm laterally and 6.5 mm laterally. This focus was steered over an 8x8x8 location grid with 1-mm 
lateral and 2-mm axial focal spacing making a lesion volume of approximately 1 cm3 (Figure 
4.3A). At the central location of this lesion (Figure 4.3B), the tcol of the histotripsy bubble cloud 
was measured by all elements of the histotripsy array as well as a broadband hydrophone placed 
near the histotripsy array and laterally to the lesion in the same fashion as the lateral hydrophone 
shown in Figure 4.1. Six 1% agarose gel phantoms and six ex vivo bovine liver samples were 
treated to 500 pulses-per-location, and the correlation between change in tcol measured with the 
histotripsy array and hydrophone was calculated to validate the method of using a receive-capable 
histotripsy array for therapy monitoring.  
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4.3. Results 
4.3.1 Agarose Phantom Treatment 
A total of 28 single-location lesions were generated in transparent phantoms with four 
different concentrations of agar. An example filtered signal from one hydrophone from one 
histotripsy pulse in a 1.0% agar phantom is shown in Figure 4.2. In this signal, the emission 
Figure 4.4: Comparisons of tcol acquired from top- bottom- and side-mounted hydrophones for 
one 100-pulse treatment in a 1.0% agar phantom (Experiment 1) (A, B), one 100-pulse treatment 
in a 1.0% RBC phantom (Experiment 2) (C), and one 1000-pulse treatment (every third pulse) in 
an ex vivo bovine liver sample (Experiment 3) (D, E). The top-mounted hydrophone was blocked 
by the RBC phantom holder for Experiment 2, thus it could not be compared to the other two 
hydrophones. A strong, linear, direct correlation was observed in all comparisons, indicating that 
the tcol recorded on all three hydrophones were virtually identical.  
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shockwaves from the initial expansion, first collapse, and second collapse of the bubble cloud are 
observed around 170, 295, and 350 μs, respectively. Note that while the initial expansion and first 
collapse signals were observable in all experiments, the second collapse signal was only 
observable in some cases and generally only in the 1.0% and 1.5% agar gels. In all samples, the 
cavitation collapse signals were observable on all three hydrophones, and the tcol measurements 
from all three hydrophones were virtually identical. Example hydrophone comparisons from one 
treatment of one 1.0% agar phantom from this experiment are shown in Figure 4.4A,B and indicate 
very strong, direct linear correlations between the side-mounted and the top- and bottom-mounted 
hydrophones. In this experiment and subsequent experiments, forward and reverse scattering of 
the histotripsy pulses occasionally interfered with the collapse shockwave signals on the top- and 
bottom-mounted hydrophones, thus making it difficult to extract tcol from the data in some cases. 
However, the side-mounted hydrophone did not experience this issue due to its placement away 
from the transaxial direction of the histotripsy transducer. Therefore, for consistency, all 
quantitative tcol data reported in this manuscript are from the side-mounted hydrophone other than 
the comparative linear correlations reported in Figure 4.4.  
For the first pulse in each treatment, a decrease in tcol acquired from both the hydrophone 
and the high-speed camera was observed with increasing stiffness [24, 39]. As shown in Figure 
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4.5, the tcol at the beginning of each treatment was found to be 77 ± 4.8, 56 ± 2.8, 32 ± 0.7, and 26 
± 4.7 μs on the hydrophone and 80 ± 7.7, 58 ± 4.1, 37 ± 4.2, and 21 ± 5,2 on the high-speed camera 
for the 1.0%, 1.5%, 2.5%, and 5.0% agar concentration phantoms, respectively. Differences 
between tcol measurements on the first pulse between all agar concentrations were significant (p-
values < 0.001), and differences between tcol measurements on the hydrophone and high-speed 
camera were insignificant (p-value = 0.16). For the 1.0%, 1.5%, and 2.5% phantoms, the camera 
tended to overestimate tcol on the first pulse in comparison to the hydrophone, but the opposite 
effect was observed for the 5.0% phantoms. However, no significant interaction effect between 
the tcol measurement method and the phantom concentration was observed (p-value = 0.15). 
Figure 4.5: Bubble cloud tcol in tissue-mimicking phantoms of varied agar concentration acquired 
from both hydrophone and high-speed camera. Results show tcol for the first histotripsy pulse in 
six replicate treatments of four different agar concentrations. A significant decrease in tcol with 
increasing agarose concentration was observed. All differences in tcol due to different agar 
concentrations were found to be statistically significant using Tukey’s HSD multiple comparisons 
test (p-values < 0.001) tcol measurements were not statistically significantly different between 
hydrophone and camera (p-value = 0.16). 
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Furthermore, variation between the two measurement methods is to be expected due to the poor 
temporal resolution of the camera relative to the hydrophone. 
The changes in tcol based on the hydrophone data throughout six 100-pulse treatments in 
the four different gel stiffness levels are shown in Figure 4.6. An increasing trend of tcol over the 
treatment was observed for all gel concentrations, and the phantoms with lower agar 
concentrations reached their maximum tcol increases earlier than the higher concentration 
phantoms. Measurements of tcol in the 1.0%, 1.5%, 2.5%, and 5.0% phantoms all exhibited mono-
directional increases, with maximum increases of approximately 75, 58, 45, and 18 μs and steady-
state increases realized at approximately 18, 28, 70, and 90 pulses, respectively, throughout 
treatment.  
Figure 4.6: Change in tcol of bubble clouds throughout 100 pulse treatments in tissue-mimicking 
phantoms with varying concentrations of agar. Lighter shades of gray correspond with tissue-
mimicking phantoms with lower agar concentration and therefore lower stiffness, which exhibited 
both longer tcol and larger changes in tcol. 
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The high-speed camera data also revealed mono-directional increases with decreasing gel 
concentration and increasing fractionation over the treatment. The tcol measurements in the 1.0%, 
1.5%, 2.5%, and 5.0% gels all exhibited mono-directional increases, with the maximum increases 
of approximately 75, 65, 54, and 25 μs, respectively throughout treatment, with steady-state 
increases realized at approximately 20, 30, 72, and 90 pulses, respectively. In addition, the high-
speed imaging revealed that Rmax increased with decreasing gel concentration and increasing 
fractionation over the treatment, which corresponded to the tcol data. Stills obtained from the high-
Figure 4.7: High-speed imaging stills of maximum bubble expansion during first and last pulses 
of 100 pulse treatments of agar tissue phantoms of varying gel concentration. Maximum bubble 
expansions did not occur at the same time across agar concentrations and histotripsy dosages. At 
the time of Rmax, bubbles are smaller and more diffuse for higher agar concentrations and lower 
treatment dosages.  
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speed videos at maximum bubble cloud size for the first and last pulses in agar samples of the four 
different gel stiffness levels are shown in Figure 4.7.  
The tcol acquired with the camera were in agreement with the hydrophone data throughout 
the treatments of all phantoms. The mean change in tcol over six treatments acquired with the 
camera is plotted against the mean change in tcol acquired with the hydrophone throughout 
treatment for all agar concentrations in Figure 4.8. Linear regression between the two datasets 
indicates a strong, linear, direct correlation (R2 = 0.96) with a regression line slope of 0.98. 
Figure 4.8: Linear correlation between measurements of changes in collapse time tcol in agar gels 
of varying concentration acquired from hydrophone and high-speed imaging data (n=6). Dotted 
line represents best fit line calculated using linear regression. Δtcol calculated from both methods 
match well with each other. Data from different agar concentrations are easily segmented based 
on their differences in collapse time.  
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4.3.2 Collapse Time Correlation with Red Blood Cell Phantom Destruction 
The RBC phantom holder was positioned such that the top-mounted hydrophone was 
blocked and unable to acquire cavitation shockwave signals. However, the comparison between 
the side- and bottom-mounted hydrophones is shown in Figure 4.4C and indicates a strong, direct, 
linear correlation indicating that the two locations resulted in identical measurements of tcol. 
Optical images of the RBC layer and tcol measurements using the hydrophone were collected for 
each histotripsy pulse throughout six 100-pulse histotripsy treatments. Qualitative images of the 
RBC phantom destruction after 5, 15, 25, 50, 75, and 100 single-location histotripsy pulses are 
shown in Figure 4.9. The RBC phantom destruction originated at the center of the bubble cloud 
where the most intense bubble motion occurs. Significant, rapid increases in destruction were 
observed throughout the first 25 pulses with decreasing amounts of destruction occurring to 50 
pulses. After 50 pulses, little to no increases in destruction based on the optical images were 
observed in the central part of the lesion. Fractionation of the RBC phantom was quantified for all 
lesions using the MLI metric and is shown in Figure 4.10. The quantitative optical analysis 
revealed that the majority of destruction occurred within the first 40 pulses in which logarithmic 
growth of the MLI metric was observed. Between 40-50 pulses, the MLI began to saturate in all 
cases indicating complete fractionation. Additional histotripsy pulses beyond this point resulted in 
essentially no increase in MLI for the center of the lesion.  
The tcol progression in the RBC phantoms is plotted with the MLI metric data in Figure 
4.10. In agreement with the MLI metric data, the tcol progression exhibited mono-directional, 
logarithmic growth until saturating at approximately 40-50 pulses. The bubble cloud for the first 
pulse of each treatment collapsed at 149 ± 2.4 μs. A large increase in tcol of approximately 50 μs 
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was observed between the first and second pulses. tcol increased rapidly within 20 pulses, reaching 
220 μs at approximately 20 pulses. After 20 pulses, tcol increased more slowly until approximately 
40 to 50 pulses, reaching 230 μs. No significant increases in tcol were observed throughout the 
remainder of the treatment with an average increase in tcol of approximately 2 μs between 50 and 
100 pulses.  
Figure 4.9: Images of RBC phantom destruction throughout one 100-pulse histotripsy treatment 
illustrating the changes in MLI. Dark background represents non-fractionated RBCs while lighter 
areas within the lesion represent destroyed areas of the RBC layer. While the central region of the 
lesion reached maximum MLI around 50 pulses, the extent of fractionation continued to grow 
outward throughout the remainder of treatment. 
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The correlation between the MLI and tcol metrics was computed using linear regression to 
indicate the validity of using the tcol metric as a measurement of the degree of tissue fractionation. 
This correlation is shown in Figure 4.11. Analysis was performed for the entire 100 pulse 
treatment, and it revealed that a strong linear correlation was observed between the MLI and tcol 
metrics (R2 = 0.87). 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.10: tcol (left y-axis) and MLI (right y-axis) vs. pulse number throughout 100 pulses. The 
majority of changes in tcol and MLI occur early in treatment and at the same time. The change in tcol is 
greater than the change in MLI in the first several pulses, but both metrics even out quickly and reach 
a plateau threshold around 40 pulses.  
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4.3.3 Ex Vivo Bovine Liver Treatment Collapse Time Monitoring 
Direct, linear correlations between tcol measurements acquired on the three hydrophones 
are shown in Figure 4.4D,E. In general, the three hydrophones resulted in identical measurements 
of tcol, indicating that a hydrophone could be placed at any location and still acquire the same tcol. 
The logarithmic growth and saturation trend of tcol over the histotripsy treatment was validated in 
ex vivo bovine liver samples. The mean change in tcol observed with four ex vivo bovine liver 
treatments is shown in Figure 4.12 for the first 100 pulses (left) and for the full 1000 pulse 
treatment on a log scale (right). The first pulse of each treatment resulted in an average tcol of 153 
± 3.2 μs. During the first 25 pulses, a logarithmic, mono-directional increase in tcol of 
approximately 30 μs was observed. Between 25 and 100 pulses, only a moderate increase in tcol of 
Figure 4.11: Linear correlation between tcol and MLI for 100 histotripsy pulses (n=6).  
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approximately 10 μs was observed. During the subsequent pulses between 100 and 1000 pulses, 
little to no substantial increase was observed with maximum tcol increases for any treatment of 
approximately 50 μs in comparison to the first pulse of each treatment. The tcol experienced an 
overall average increase of approximately 40 μs throughout treatment, and it reached this steady-
state value of approximately 195 μs tcol around 40 to 50 histotripsy pulses. 
 
Figure 4.12: Hydrophone-measured tcol for first 100 pulses (left, linear scale) and 1000 pulses 
(right, log scale) in ex vivo bovine liver (n=4). The majority of the change in tcol is observed within 
the first 100 pulses of treatment with little to no change between pulse 100 and pulse 1000. 
Figure 4.13: Volumetric histotripsy treatment collapse time measurements throughout 100 
pulses-per-location at the central location within the lesion for an agarose phantom (left) and 
bovine liver sample (right).  
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4.3.4 Receive-Capable Histotripsy System Collapse Time Monitoring 
In an ongoing study, six agarose tissue phantoms and six ex vivo bovine liver were treated 
and the collapse time was measured by acquiring shockwave signals on a receive-capable 
histotripsy array. Example collapse time measurements throughout the first 100 pulses of one 
treatment of each phantom type are shown in Figure 4.13. In both of these samples, the same 
logarithmic growth and saturation of the collapse time is observed. A similar trend was observed 
in all treated samples. These preliminary results indicate that a receive-capable histotripsy array is 
capable of acquiring collapse time measurements in a similar manner to a hydrophone thereby 
indicating that this method could be used to monitor treatment in real-time without additional 
imaging equipment. 
4.4. Discussion 
Previous work has been reported on the analysis of the cavitation collapse sequence and 
it’s timing relative to the cavitation expansion. Early studies in cavitation physics investigated the 
cavitation collapse both numerically and experimentally for spherical and asymmetric bubbles to 
better understand the mechanisms of cavitation-induced damage and jetting [48, 49, 50, 51]. More 
recently, studies in the field of shock-wave lithotripsy (SWL) have used the collapse time to 
monitor changes in cavitation dynamics [52] and help detect the presence inertial cavitation [53], 
and it has been shown that tcol tends to increase with an increasing number of shockwaves delivered 
during SWL treatments [54]. It has been shown that SWL cavitation bubbles formed near the 
surface of a stone or in areas of more densely populated bubble clouds tend to coalesce into an 
aggregate larger bubble, thus resulting in a longer collapse time [55, 56].  
In this study, the changes in tcol due to histotripsy-induced destruction of soft tissue were 
investigated. The data presented in Experiment 1 support our primary hypothesis that tcol increases 
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significantly with decreasing stiffness of the medium, and increases over the histotripsy treatment 
as the tissue stiffness is reduced with histotripsy-induced fractionation. These results agree with 
simulation and experimental data that have been presented previously [12, 24]. These data also 
support our hypothesis that we can accurately measure tcol on a hydrophone using the shockwave 
emitted by the collapse of the bubble cloud by optically validating the hydrophone data with high-
speed images of the bubble cloud. However, there was a non-statistically significant difference in 
tcol measured by the optical images and the acoustic hydrophone in Experiment 1. This discrepancy 
is likely due to the relatively low temporal and spatial resolution of the optical imaging. In addition, 
the optical method measured the collapse time via the presence or absence of the bubble cloud 
while the hydrophone measured the arrivals of the shockwaves emitted by the expansion and first 
collapse of the bubble cloud. Therefore, the acoustic hydrophone measurement of tcol is expected 
to be more precise than that of optical imaging.  
Our second hypothesis that the increase in tcol over the histotripsy treatment can be used to 
monitor the extent of tissue fractionation was supported by the data in Experiment 2 in which RBC 
phantom destruction was found to correlate linearly with the change in tcol. In Experiment 2, the 
MLI was only calculated over the central area of the lesion. While the MLI saturated by 50 
histotripsy pulses, the images in Figure 4.8 indicate that there is a change in the lesion periphery 
throughout the remainder of the treatment. During a typical histotripsy treatment, the focus would 
be electronically and/or mechanically steered to other locations with each location overlapping 
slightly such that the periphery of each lesion is treated redundantly. Therefore, for this study, it 
was most important to quantify the fractionation just at the center of the lesion because the lesion 
periphery was not representative of the overall fractionation expected during a typical histotripsy 
treatment.  
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The increasing trend of tcol over the histotripsy treatment was also validated in ex vivo tissue 
in Experiment 3. The work in Chapter 2 includes a detailed histological analysis of histotripsy-
induced tissue destruction in ex vivo bovine liver samples using the same transducer and similar 
treatment parameters as the present study [47]. The destruction of hepatocytes followed a similar 
trend to the change in tcol in the present study, as shown in Figure 4.14. While the destruction of 
hepatocytes and the change in tcol could not be directly correlated due to the fact that collapse time 
was not measured for the liver samples from which histology was taken, it was clear that the time 
at which tcol stopped changing tended to correlate with the destruction of hepatocytes. This 
indicates that tcol monitoring may be able to track the extend of cellular destruction while, as was 
Figure 4.14: Change in collapse time throughout 1000 pulse histotripsy treatments of four ex vivo 
bovine liver samples (top) and histology of ex vivo bovine liver samples at various stages of 
treatment (bottom). The time at which collapse time stopped changing tended to coincide with the 
destruction of all hepatocytes. 
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shown in Chapter 2, the change of the bubble-induced color Doppler profile correlates with the 
destruction of structural components of tissue. 
The majority of hepatocytes were destroyed by 100 pulses and stronger components of the 
extracellular matrix such as type I and type III collagen fibers were destroyed by approximately 
300-500 pulses with complete liquefaction of all tissue by 1000 pulses. In comparison, the majority 
of the change in tcol occurred within the first 50 to 100 pulses in the ex vivo bovine liver, thus tcol 
may be primarily influenced by cellular destruction. These data suggest that the cavitation tcol may 
be a good indicator to monitor cell destruction during histotripsy therapy.  
While a similar trend in the increase in tcol for phantoms of varying stiffness was observed, 
the data in Experiment 1 indicate that phantoms with higher agar concentrations exhibit smaller 
and more gradual increases in tcol than the phantoms with lower agar concentrations. Previous work 
done to investigate the effects of tissue phantom mechanical properties on the efficacy of burst 
wave lithotripsy treatments have indicated that increased viscoelastic resistance is capable of 
restricting bubble growth and therefore destruction [57]. Furthermore, fatigue-based models that 
describe material fatigue in agar phantoms due to irreversible fractionation have also been shown 
to explain changing bubble dynamics throughout cavitation-based treatments [58]. Therefore, we 
hypothesize that the reduced destruction in higher concentration phantoms observed in this study 
is due to two factors. First, gels with higher concentrations are expected to take longer to treat with 
increased resistance to fatigue due to their increased structural integrity. Second, while the 
phantom may be liquefied within the lesion area, the mechanical properties of a single-focus lesion 
are likely still influenced by the boundary effects of surrounding intact material. Future studies 
will investigate differences in tcol profiles in varying tissues and within volumetric histotripsy 
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lesions to indicate if similar variations can be observed in a physiological setting and when 
boundary effects are eliminated. 
This potential histotripsy feedback method relies on the ability to acquire signals from 
cavitation collapse sequence throughout treatment. Here, our data indicate that tcol can be measured 
from multiple locations with nearly identical results acquired at three separate positions. While the 
hydrophone that was positioned to the side of the histotripsy transducer in this study resulted in 
signals with the highest SNR for this setup, collapse signals were still obtainable from the other 
two positions and the tcol measurements were found to be the same across all hydrophones. Ideally, 
in practice, a hydrophone would not be needed to measure the collapse time despite its very small 
footprint. Instead, a receive-enabled histotripsy system could be used to perform the same function 
during treatment, and work to make this a reality is ongoing. Importantly, one major difficulty to 
overcome will be the fact that histotripsy elements are very narrowband in comparison to the 
hydrophones used in this study, which will make shockwave detection more difficult as these are 
broadband and high-frequency signals. However, as shown in Experiment 4, the narrowband 
receivers of a 112-element 500 kHz receive-capable histotripsy array are able to measure collapse 
time in a similar manner to a hydrophone. The fact that histotripsy arrays have hundreds of 
receivers makes the signal processing required to find the collapse signal within background noise 
a less challenging task than if there were just a single narrowband receiver. These results indicate 
that a receive-capable histotripsy array could perform self-monitoring of treatment progression 
using collapse time monitoring. 
Residual cavitation nuclei are small microbubbles that persist well after the histotripsy 
cavitation bubble cloud has collapsed [36]. It is known that these residual nuclei may affect 
cavitation dynamics of subsequent bubble clouds, and these effects are known as cavitation 
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memory effects [34]. After the first histotripsy pulse, a portion of the target-region is liquefied 
while the rest is still intact. In the interstitial fluid spaces, residual cavitation nuclei will persist 
longer than in intact tissue [42]. While a low PRF of 1 Hz was used in all treatments of this study 
in an attempt to reduce cavitation memory effects, some residual cavitation nuclei may still persist, 
especially in the later stages of treatment when tissues and phantoms are highly liquefied or in 
weaker, lower concentration agar phantoms. However, the variability of tcol observed in this study 
was relatively low. Therefore, future studies will address this issue by observing tcol under varying 
treatment PRFs to indicate the impact of memory effects on tcol and then using these observations 
to gain meaningful insight from the changes of tcol under a variety of treatment parameters. 
 
4.5. Conclusions 
This study shows that the cavitation bubble cloud tcol, which can be measured directly using 
a broadband hydrophone, increases significantly with decreasing stiffness of the treated medium. 
It was found that tcol increases throughout histotripsy therapy in both tissue-mimicking agar 
phantoms and ex vivo bovine tissue, and it was shown that this increase in tcol tracks with histotripsy 
treatment progression. These preliminary results suggest that observing changes in the cavitation 
collapse signal may be used as a feedback mechanism for histotripsy-induced tissue fractionation. 
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CHAPTER 5 
 
Soft-Tissue Aberration Correction for Histotripsy Using the Acoustic Cavitation Emission 
Signal 
This chapter has been published in and was used as the cover art (see Appendix) for IEEE 
Transactions on Ultrasonics, Ferroelectrics, and Frequency Control. 2018; 65(11):2073-2085. 
© IEEE UFFC. Reprinted, with permission, from [1]. 
5.1. Introduction 
The speed of sound in biological soft-tissue can vary by over 10% between tissue types [2, 
3, 4]. These variations, caused by natural heterogeneities in tissue, result in phase aberrations of 
ultrasound pulses. For therapeutic ultrasound, phase aberrations are the primary source of overall 
acoustic aberration and can cause severe decorrelation of transmit waveforms thus altering the 
arrival time of ultrasound pulses emitted by different portions of a therapy array [5]. This effect 
can reduce the treatment efficacy and, in some cases, prevents treatment altogether [6, 7]. 
Many aberration correction techniques have been developed for therapeutic ultrasound, 
and these typically fall into two categories. The first involves using an alternative imaging 
modality to ultrasound, e.g., magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) or x-ray computed tomography 
(CT), to obtain pre-operative information about the tissue overlying the target treatment area [8, 9, 
10, 11]. This tissue information is then used to estimate sound speed variations across the flight-
path of the therapy array and then correct for these variations by applying appropriate phase delays 
across the elements of a therapy array. While these techniques have been shown to be somewhat 
successful, especially for transcranial therapies due to the highly aberrating nature of the skull, the 
efficacy of aberration correction using these methods is less than desired for several reasons. First, 
these methods only measure the tissue thickness, so several assumptions need to be made to 
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estimate the sound speed. However, the speed of sound for a specific tissue (e.g., skin, skull, liver) 
varies across patients and even across locations within the same patient [4]. Second, the corrections 
acquired from these techniques degrade if the patient moves with respect to the ultrasound therapy 
array. The second category involves using point targets to correct for acoustic aberrations. These 
techniques were originally developed for ultrasound imaging [3, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16] and rely on 
the existence of sparse, point scatterers or sources in the area being imaged, which is not typically 
the case in biological tissues. By measuring the arrival time variations of sound from a point source 
across all elements of an ultrasound array, the overall time-of-flight variation from the location of 
the point source to each element can be accurately estimated. From this information, an ultrasound 
array can be phased to correct for these variations. It has been shown that cavitation bubbles could 
be used as a point source for this method [7]. However, cavitation can be difficult to control and 
maintain in both ultrasound imaging and thermally-based ultrasound therapies, which typically 
aim to reduce cavitation [17, 18]. Others have suggested a similar approach in which liquid 
perfluorocarbon droplets are used as point-targets via acoustic droplet vaporization (ADV) [19, 
20]. However, this technique requires the injection of the droplet contrast agent, which is neither 
always desirable nor always feasible depending on the treatment and location. Furthermore, it is 
difficult to guarantee that the droplets will be in the precise location at which aberration correction 
is needed. 
 Histotripsy is a therapeutic ultrasound technique that employs the mechanical forces of 
highly controlled acoustic cavitation to non-invasively and non-thermally destroy unwanted target 
tissue [21, 22, 23, 24]. When used via the intrinsic threshold mechanism, histotripsy initiates a 
cloud of cavitating microbubbles by transmitting a 1-2 cycle length ultrasound pulse with a high-
amplitude negative phase, which exceeds an intrinsic threshold to generate cavitation in the target 
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tissue (~28 MPa peak negative (rarefactional) pressure in water-based soft tissue) [25, 26]. When 
a histotripsy pulse arrives at the focus of the array, existing cavitation nuclei in the target medium 
rapidly expand to multiple orders of magnitude larger than their original size [27, 28]. For a single 
bubble, it is known that this rapid period of expansion emits a shockwave that is focused about the 
center of the bubble [29, 30, 18]. For a cloud of cavitating bubbles generated with histotripsy, the 
same shockwave phenomenon is observed and is known as the acoustic cavitation emission (ACE), 
but less is known about the nature of this construct of shockwaves [31, 32]. It is possible that the 
cavitation bubbles generated by histotripsy could be used as a point source for aberration 
correction. However, while the point-source methods for aberration correction are applicable to 
histotripsy, these methods would require that the histotripsy array be able to receive signals. 
Histotripsy arrays are traditionally transmit-only systems. 
 Partially due to this lack of receiver technology, little has been done to correct for acoustic 
aberrations for histotripsy therapy in real time without a priori knowledge of the propagation 
medium [33]. The majority of the work on aberration correction for histotripsy has involved 
placing a hydrophone at the target location and directly measuring the phase aberrations of the 
pulses emitted by each histotripsy element [34]. This technique has also been previously explored 
for aberration correction for ultrasonic hyperthermia [35, 36]. While this method has shown 
success for treatments in which a hydrophone can be placed at the target location such as 
transcranial histotripsy using a catheterized hydrophone [37], this method is infeasible for the 
majority of histotripsy therapies including most of those in the abdomen and also prevents 
histotripsy from being a non-invasive surgery. Without aberration correction, histotripsy has been 
used to produce lesions in in vivo large animal studies [38, 39, 40], but it is known that overlying 
soft-tissue causes severe acoustic aberrations resulting in focal pressure loss and reduction in 
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treatment efficacy [41, 42, 43, 16, 44].  
 Recently, we have developed receive-capable histotripsy arrays, which has enabled the 
exploration of aberration correction methods. Based on the fact that the histotripsy bubble cloud 
emits a construct of shockwaves from the target location during the initial phase of bubble cloud 
expansion, we hypothesize that these shockwaves can be detected by a receive-capable histotripsy 
array and used as a point-source signal for aberration correction. We further hypothesize that this 
will result in a significant recovery of pressure at the array focus and a reduction of array power 
required to initiate the cavitation bubble cloud. In this study, we test these hypotheses through 
three sets of experiments. In Experiment 1, we characterize the ACE expansion shockwaves from 
single bubbles and cavitation clouds generated by histotripsy via optical and acoustic 
measurements. In Experiment 2, we test the efficacy of using the ACE expansion shockwave from 
a histotripsy cavitation cloud as a point-source for aberration correction through ex vivo multi-
layer heterogeneous porcine abdominal tissue. In Experiment 3, we determine the sound speed 
variation and attenuation variation due to scattering and absorption through heterogeneous tissue 
using A-line imaging with a single histotripsy element. 
 
5.2. Materials and Methods 
5.2.1  Receive-Capable Histotripsy System 
A 112-element, 500-kHz histotripsy array with a 15-cm radius of curvature and 27-cm 
aperture [45] was used for all experiments in this study. A custom-built, 112-channel, high-voltage 
pulsing system that generated 1.5-cycle, 3-us sinusoidal pulses was used to drive the transmit 
portion of the histotripsy array. The array was fired at 1 Hz pulse repetition frequency (PRF) 
throughout this study. Each transducer element had a diameter of 2 cm. The 112 elements of the 
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histotripsy array were organized into five rings at angles of 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60 degrees relative 
to the axis of the array with the 20-degree ring being the inner-most ring. From inner-most to outer-
most, these five rings consisted of 12, 16, 24, 28, and 32 elements. The histotripsy array was placed 
Figure 5.1: (A) 3D rendering of 112-element 500-kHz transducer with angles of each ring relative 
to the array axis indicated. A light source and camera were placed coaxially along the 90°-axis of 
the array. For all experiments, aberrators were placed between the array and the focus such that 
the focal region could be imaged and measured with a hydrophone. (B) High-level overview of 
receive-capable histotripsy system. A pre-existing histotripsy array was retrofitted with receiver 
components (dashed line boxes) including the nonlinear voltage compressor, ADCs, and 
FPGA/SoC-controlled custom receiver. 
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facing upwards in a tank filled with filtered, degassed, and deionized water (Figure 5.1A) with the 
surface of the water approximately 6.5 cm above the array focus. The driving system was 
controlled by a system of field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), which allowed each array 
element to be individually addressable to change the phase of the firing pulse across all elements 
of the array. The array was calibrated using a custom-built fiber optic probe hydrophone (FOPH) 
with a 100-μm sensing tip [46]. The FOPH measured a free-field -6 dB focal zone beamwidth of 
1.65 mm laterally and 6.50 mm axially when measured in the acoustically linear regime at 10 MPa 
peak-negative pressure (P-). Above this linear region, the pressure could not be measured directly 
due to cavitation on the FOPH tip. To estimate the P- greater than 10 MPa, the array was fired in 
subaperture slices that were driven and measured separately and then summed together. The 
minimum number of subaperture slices was chosen at each measured pressure level to prevent 
cavitation on the FOPH tip. This subaperture calibration was performed to better estimate the 
effects of nonlinear propagation at high pressure levels [47]. This calibration was performed up to 
the maximum output of the array, which resulted in an estimated focal P- pressure of 63 MPa. It 
should be noted that this focal pressure is an over-estimation as it does not completely account for 
non-linear propagation. 
To enable the array to receive acoustic signals on all channels, the histotripsy system was 
retrofitted with an in-house, custom-built, 112-channel receiving system (Figure 5.1B). Each 
channel of the receiver was directly connected to one channel of the histotripsy array such that the 
receiver could record both transmit and receive signals on all channels. To protect sensitive 
downstream electronics in the receiver, a nonlinear voltage compression isolation circuit was 
placed on the front-end of each channel of the receiver to attenuate high voltage driving signals 
(2-3 kV/channel) while preserving low voltage ACE signals (10-20 V/channel). The first 
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component of the compressor was a capacitive voltage divider that attenuated all incoming signals 
to approximately 10%. The second component was a diode-resistor voltage divider that provided 
non-linear attenuation to compress signals above approximately 0.7 Volts. Unlike a typical hard-
clipping diode voltage-limiting circuit, the diode-resistor simply compressed the signals thus 
preserving all information within the waveform. Each receiver channel was then digitized by an 
8-bit analog-to-digital converter (ADC) with a 20-MHz sampling rate (ADC1175, Texas 
Instruments, Inc., Dallas, TX, USA). The digitized signals were received by an FPGA/System-on-
a-Chip (SoC) embedded processor (Cyclone V SoC, Intel Corporation, Santa Clara, CA, USA) 
that was integrated with an off-the-shelf hardware platform (DE0-nano-SoC, Terasic, Inc., 
Hsinchu, Taiwan, China), which interfaced the FPGA/SoC with requisite peripherals and memory 
including Ethernet hardware. Each FPGA/SoC system was able to receive digitized signals from 
eight channels of the histotripsy array. Therefore, the receiver system consisted of fourteen 
FPGA/SoC systems running in parallel. Each FPGA/SoC was routed via Ethernet to the master 
control computer that was also controlling the driving system. Thus, both the driving and receiving 
components of this histotripsy system were controlled from one computer. In this system, the 
control computer was able to control triggering, sample rate, and record length of the receiver 
system. For all experiments in this study, 400 μs of data were recorded on all elements of the array 
at a 20-MHz sampling rate, and all receive channels were triggered simultaneously with the 
transmit pulse. 
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5.2.2  Experiment 1 – Acoustic Cavitation Emission Expansion Shockwave Investigation 
5.2.2.1 Hydrophone Shockwave Investigation 
ACE expansion shockwaves were investigated acoustically and optically. To investigate 
their acoustic nature, a low-frequency calibrated, broadband hydrophone (HGL-0085, Onda 
Corporation, Sunnyvale, CA, USA) was placed at the axial (0°) and lateral (90°) positions relative 
to the histotripsy array at a distance of 15-cm from the focus. Shockwaves were generated by 
bubble clouds that were initiated with estimated free-field focal pressures between 33 and 63 MPa 
(max power) P- pressure. Shockwave pressures and arrival times were recorded at all pressure 
levels. 
 
5.2.2.2 Optical Shockwave Investigation 
The nature of the shockwaves was investigated optically to better understand the early 
stages of shockwave initiation, how they change depending on the size of the bubble cloud, and 
the impacts of these changes on the acoustic nature of the shockwaves. To optically investigate the 
nature of the shockwaves, a camera (Point Grey Chameleon 3, FLIR Systems, Inc., Richmond, 
BC, Canada) and macro lens (Macro 100 F2.8D, Tokina Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) were used to 
acquire shadowgraph images of the bubble cloud with an effective resolution of 14.4 μm/pixel. 
Shadowgraph imaging is a technique that reveals perturbations in transparent media caused by 
localized heterogeneities in the refractive index typically due to abrupt temperature or pressure 
gradients [48]. The camera was back-lit by a custom-built, collimated, high-speed LED light 
source with a pulse width of approximately 20 ns. Shadowgraph images of bubble clouds and 
shockwaves were acquired at estimated P- histotripsy focal pressures that generated single 
cavitation bubbles (28 MPa), multi-bubble clouds (30 MPa), and full-sized, large bubble clouds 
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(63 MPa). The large bubble clouds were the largest bubble clouds that could be generated by the 
array without risking damaging the array itself, i.e., at maximum power. It should be noted that 
large bubble clouds can be generated at P- pressures less than 63 MPa, but the aim of this 
experiment was to show a full range of possibilities across the output range of a typical histotripsy 
array. Fifteen shadowgraph images were acquired at each pressure level. From these images, the 
location of the leading-edge of the shockwaves emitted by the expansion of the bubble clouds was 
measured at angular increments of 10 degrees between the axial and lateral axes of the histotripsy 
array to investigate the propagation of different regions of the shockwaves for different types of 
bubble clouds. Reported distances between the focus and the measured portions of the shockwaves 
were normalized relative to the distance between the focus and the lateral-axis point of the 
shockwave to provide a metric for propagation difference across the front edge of the shockwaves. 
Image analysis was performed using custom image processing software (Matlab, The MathWorks, 
Natick, MA, USA). Differences in shockwave arrival time across all angles for the three bubble 
cloud types were statistically analyzed using one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s HSD test. 
 
5.2.2.3 Receive-Capable Histotripsy Array Shockwave Investigation 
The nature of the ACE expansion shockwaves was also investigated using the receive-
capable histotripsy array. Histotripsy bubble clouds were generated with estimated P- focal 
pressures between 30 and 63 MPa. Both the amplitude and phase (in cycles) of the leading 
shockwaves were analyzed for fifteen bubble clouds and compared across pressure levels. 
Amplitude was defined as the peak-to-peak pressure amplitude of the first shockwave to arrive at 
each element. Phase was defined as the shockwave arrival time difference across all elements of 
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the array converted to 500 kHz wavelength cycles. The method of phase calculation for the leading 
ACE shockwave is further discussed in the following section. 
5.2.3  Experiment 2 – Aberration Correction Testing 
5.2.3.1 Hydrophone-Based Aberration Correction 
Two soft-tissue aberration correction methods were used in this study. In the first method, 
the same broadband, low-frequency calibrated hydrophone from Experiment 1 was placed at the 
focus of the histotripsy array. The time-of-flight for the ultrasound pulse to travel from each 
element of the histotripsy array to the focus was measured by the hydrophone, which was then 
used for aberration correction. To ensure placement at the focus of the array, the hydrophone was 
manually positioned at the area of highest pressure when firing in the linear regime at 
approximately 2 MPa P- pressure on the entire array combined – a pressure safe for use with this 
hydrophone. The correct position of the hydrophone was also optically confirmed using live 
images on the camera from Experiment 1 that were marked with the central location of the bubble 
cloud. To acquire the hydrophone-based phase aberration correction for the histotripsy array, each 
histotripsy element was fired individually at approximately 200 kPa P- pressure. The raw phases, 
𝜑𝑖, of signals, 𝑠𝑖, received on the hydrophone from each element, 𝑖,  were determined by 
calculating the lag required to achieve maximum correlation between the signals, given by 
 
𝝋𝒊 = 𝐚𝐫𝐠𝐦𝐚𝐱
𝝉
(𝒔𝒊 ∗ 𝒔𝒎𝒂𝒙)(𝝉) (
𝒇𝒄
𝒇𝒔
) (E5.1) 
 
where 𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the signal from the element that generated the highest peak-to-peak pressure, 𝜏 is 
the cross correlation lag, and ∗ indicates the cross correlation operation. The argmax
𝜏
() (𝜏) 
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operation, or the arguments of the maxima operation, finds the value, 𝜏, that maximizes the 
argument in parentheses. Phases were converted from samples to cycles by multiplying by the 
array center frequency, 𝑓𝑐 (500 kHz), divided by the sampling frequency of the hydrophone, 𝑓𝑠 (50 
MHz). The phases were then inverted such that the uncorrected histotripsy element that emitted 
the pulse that arrived first at the focus was fired last when aligned, given by 
 
𝒑𝒊 = |𝝋𝒊 − 𝐦𝐚𝐱
𝒊
(𝝋𝒊)| (E5.2) 
 
The inverted phases, 𝑝𝑖, were then used to alter the phases of the elements in the histotripsy array 
such that the pulses from each element in the array arrived at the focus simultaneously. This 
inversion is similar to that used in the time-reversal acoustics method [49]. While this hydrophone-
based method is infeasible in an in vivo setting as a hydrophone generally cannot be placed at the 
target location, it was treated as our gold standard method because it should result in the optimal 
delays required to align the waveforms to the hydrophone location. 
 
5.2.3.2 Acoustic Cavitation Emission Aberration Correction 
The second aberration correction method employed the histotripsy receiver system and the 
ACE signals. By assuming the ACE expansion shockwave to be a spherical shockwave emitted 
from a point source, the front-edge of this shockwave received by each element of the histotripsy 
array can be used to correct for phase misalignment due to sound speed variations along the flight-
path of each array element [3, 50, 51, 19]. Bubble clouds were generated at maximum array power. 
It should be noted that the array power cavitation threshold was less than the maximum output of 
the array in all cases in this study. Thus, a lower pressure level could have been used for ACE 
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aberration correction. However, maximum power bubble clouds were used here to provide the 
most high-intensity and consistent shockwaves possible. The round-trip time for sound to travel 
from the array to the focus and back was approximately 200 μs, so our signal processing was 
windowed to a region between 190-215 μs to ensure that the signals analyzed principally originated 
from the ACE expansion shockwave and not reflections in the water tank. Prior to experimentation, 
signals acquired between 190-215 μs when firing the array at a pressure level just below the 
intrinsic cavitation threshold level were checked to ensure that signals being used for aberration 
correction were indeed ACE signals and not reflections from the setup. The ACE shockwave 
signals from ten histotripsy bubble clouds were then averaged to account for minor pulse-to-pulse 
differences in shock arrival times due to the stochastic nature of the formation of individual 
bubbles within each generated bubble cloud. The raw signal phases (converted from samples to 
cycles) were calculated by finding arrival time of the 50% front-edge of the signal envelope 
acquired via the Hilbert transform, given by 
 
𝝋𝒊 = 𝐚𝐫𝐠𝐦𝐢𝐧
𝒕
|𝑯[𝒔𝒊(𝒕)] −
𝟏
𝟐
𝐦𝐚𝐱(𝑯[𝒔𝒊])| (
𝒇𝒄
𝒇𝒓
) (E5.3) 
 
where 𝐻 indicates the Hilbert transform operation, and 𝑓𝑟 is the sampling frequency of the receiver 
system ADCs (20 MHz). Phases were then inverted using (2) and used as the phase alignment on 
the histotripsy array to align the pulses at the focus. The cross-correlation method used for the 
hydrophone alignment method given by (1) could not be reliably used for the receiver-based 
aberration correction because the signals after the front-edge of the shockwave were not identical 
across all elements of the histotripsy array. 
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5.2.3.3 Comparison Between Hydrophone and Acoustic Cavitation Emission Aberration 
Correction Methods 
The efficacy of the two aberration correction techniques was evaluated by placing 
aberrators between the array and the focus. Two methods are used for evaluation: 1) measuring 
the focal pressure through the aberrator(s) after aberration correction using the same driving 
voltage to the histotripsy array, and 2) measuring the histotripsy array driving system power that 
is required to generate cavitation through the aberrator after aberration correction. For the first 
method, the array was driven well below the cavitation threshold in the acoustically linear regime, 
and the peak-to-peak focal pressure was directly measured via low-frequency calibrated 
hydrophone. The percent of pressure recovered, 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑, was calculated by dividing the pressure 
difference between aberration correction, 𝑝𝐴𝐶, and no aberration correction, 𝑝𝑁𝐴𝐶, through tissue 
by the pressure difference between the free-field pressure without pre-focal aberrators, 𝑝𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑, 
and no aberration correction through tissue, given by, 
 
𝒑𝒓𝒆𝒄𝒐𝒗𝒆𝒓𝒆𝒅 =  
𝒑𝑨𝑪−𝒑𝑵𝑨𝑪
𝒑𝒇𝒓𝒆𝒆𝒇𝒊𝒆𝒍𝒅−𝒑𝑵𝑨𝑪
× 𝟏𝟎𝟎% (E5.4) 
 
Beam profiles were also acquired at this pressure level in the x-, y- (lateral) and z- (axial) 
directions for ±5-mm in 0.5-mm increments. The (0,0,0)-mm location was set to the focus of the 
hydrophone-aligned pulse. For the second method, the cavitation initiation thresholds were 
determined for both hydrophone and ACE aberration correction methods. This threshold was 
defined as the driving system power required to initiate cavitation with a 50% probability [25]. To 
find the cavitation threshold power, the histotripsy array was pulsed at 1-Hz PRF at a driving 
system power well below the cavitation threshold for each method, i.e., a point at which no 
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cavitation was observed. The high-voltage power supply that powered the pulser was then 
increased in increments of 1 Volt, and 30 images were acquired at each increment with the same 
high-speed optical imaging setup from Experiment 1. The camera shutter was opened 50 μs prior 
to the arrival of the histotripsy pulse at the focus and was left open for 1 ms. The LED backlight 
was then triggered for each histotripsy pulse at the time corresponding to the time of maximum 
bubble expansion, which was determined prior to the experiment. The power was increased until 
cavitation was observed on all 30 frames. The percentage of frames that included cavitation in the 
focus for each frame was treated as the probability for cavitation at each threshold [52]. A sigmoid 
curve given by 
 
𝒗(𝒕) =  
𝜶
𝟏+𝒆−𝜷𝒕
 (E5.5) 
 
was then fit to the cavitation probabilities at each power level with 𝛼 and 𝛽 being fitting 
parameters. The 50% probability level on the curve was determined to be the cavitation threshold 
[53]. Cavitation power thresholds of all aberration correction methods were reported as a 
percentage of the cavitation power threshold through the aberrator without aberration correction. 
 
5.2.3.4 Acrylic Disk Testing 
To test the effectiveness of our histotripsy receiver system and ACE aberration correction 
algorithm to correctly identify phase aberrations across the array, two polymethyl methacrylate 
(acrylic) discs (McMaster-Carr Supply Company, Aurora, OH, USA) were placed between the 
histotripsy array and the focus covering approximately 30% of the elements in the array. The discs 
were 6.35 mm in thickness with diameters of 152.4 mm (disc A) and 101.6 mm (disc B). With an 
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estimated sound speed of 2700 m/s [54, 55], we anticipated a phase shift of approximately one 
cycle for the covered elements. Bubble clouds were generated with maximum power, and ACE 
expansion shockwave signals were acquired on the histotripsy array. Phases acquired from the 
ACE aberration correction method were subtracted from the free-field ACE aberration correction 
method phases acquired using bubble clouds generated with the same pressure to identify the total 
phase shift on each element due solely to the acrylic discs. These phases were then projected onto 
a rendering of the histotripsy array to visualize the areas of aberration. 
 
5.2.3.5 Ex Vivo Porcine Abdominal Tissue Testing 
Both aberration correction techniques were tested on four ex vivo porcine tissue samples. 
Tissue was acquired from four pigs that were a part of a separate, unrelated study approved by the 
University of Michigan Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. Tissue was acquired from 
the entire middle abdominal region of the pigs laterally to the transverse processes of the lumbar 
vertebrae. These samples consisted of tissue from the complete abdominal wall including skin, 
subcutaneous fat, muscle, connective tissue, and the peritoneum. No internal organs were included 
in these tissue samples. Samples ranged between 25-50 mm in thickness throughout each sample 
and were approximately 200 mm in length and width. Samples were placed directly on a thin sheet 
of flexible plastic that was fixed in the water tank just above the histotripsy array such that the 
samples rested directly in the aberrator region shown in Figure 5.1A. For each sample, tissue 
impeded the paths between all elements of the histotripsy array and the focus. All tissue samples 
were harvested immediately after the pigs were sacrificed and used within three days of harvest. 
Samples were refrigerated and stored in 0.9% sodium chloride solution, USP (Baxter Healthcare 
Corporation, Deerfield, IL, USA), prior to experiments. 
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5.2.4  Experiment 3 – Spatial Variation of Phase Aberration and Attenuation in Ex Vivo 
Porcine Abdominal Tissue (From discussion of paper) 
Due to the acoustic absorption and scattering intrinsic to tissue, it is impossible to recover 
all lost focal pressure via phase AC. However, it is important to understand to what extend the 
focal pressure can be recovered via phase AC to determine the effectiveness of our AC algorithms. 
To briefly test the maximum possible recovery for phase AC under this particular experimental 
setup, one element from the histotripsy array was removed from the array scaffold and co-axially 
aligned with the hydrophone at a distance of approximately 15 cm. One sample of porcine 
abdominal tissue was placed between the single histotripsy element and the hydrophone, as shown 
in Figure 5.2. The hydrophone and histotripsy element were then scanned over a 40x40-mm grid 
with 1-mm spacing using an automated positioner, and an average of 30 pulses were acquired at 
each location. The same scan was also performed in the absence of tissue. The two scans were then 
Figure 5.2: Experimental setup for measuring spatial variation of soft-tissue induced ultrasonic 
aberration and attenuation due to absorption and scattering via transmission A-line imaging. Setup 
included a low-frequency calibrated hydrophone that was co-axially aligned with and rigidly fixed 
to a single-element histotripsy transducer 
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compared to determine both the variation of pulse arrival time (i.e., phase) and pressure measured 
by the hydrophone across the sample. 
5.3. Results 
5.3.1  Experiment 1 – Investigation of the Acoustic Cavitation Emission 
5.3.1.1 Hydrophone Investigation 
ACE expansion shockwaves generated across a range of transducer power levels were 
acquired via hydrophone to investigate their dependence on focal pressure. Mean ACE expansion 
shockwave pressures and arrival times acquired via hydrophone at the axial and lateral positions 
approximately 15-cm from the focus over a range of estimated free-field focal pressures are shown 
in Figure 5.3. At the axial position, the shockwave pressure was measured between approximately 
Figure 5.3: Shockwave pressure (top) and arrival time (bottom) along the axial (0°) and lateral 
(90°) axes of the array measured with a low-frequency calibrated hydrophone. Shockwave pressure 
increased significantly with increasing focal pressure along the lateral direction but not along the 
axial direction. The shockwaves arrived at the hydrophone increasingly earlier with increasing 
focal pressure along both the axial and lateral directions. The shockwave arrival time also 
increased in consistency from pulse-to-pulse with increasing focal pressure. 
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0.25 and 0.5 MPa between estimated focal pressures of 33 and 63 MPa. At the lateral position, the 
shockwave amplitude started at approximately 0.8 MPa at the lowest tested focal pressure of 33 
MPa and increased linearly to approximately 1.8 MPa at a focal pressure of 48 MPa. Increasing 
the focal pressure above this point resulted in moderate, logarithmic increases in shockwave 
pressure, which appeared to reach a saturation pressure of 2 MPa at a histotripsy focal pressure of 
63 MPa. This indicates that increasing the focal pressure results in a compounding effect on 
shockwave pressure that does not occur in the axial direction. 
At low amplitude, the shockwave arrival times on the hydrophone at both the axial and 
lateral positions were recorded at 200±0.2 μs, which is the round-trip travel time between the array 
elements and the focus. With increasing focal pressure and therefore increasing bubble cloud size, 
both hydrophone locations exhibited a decrease in arrival time of the first shockwave front. These 
results indicate outward growth of the portion of the bubble cloud that generates the front-edge 
shockwave. The axial position exhibited a larger decrease in shockwave arrival time totaling 
approximately 3.5 μs at a focal pressure of 63 MPa, while the lateral position exhibited a total shift 
of 2 μs at the same focal pressure. This is due to the larger size increase of the cavitation cloud in 
the axial direction than the lateral direction. 
 
5.3.1.2 Optical Investigation 
Bubble cloud shockwaves were investigated optically to analyze their spatial variations at 
all angles between the axial and lateral directions. Shadowgraph images of single-bubble, multi-
bubble, and full-sized bubble cloud events are shown in Figure 5.4A, B, and C, respectively. In all 
panels, histotripsy pulses were transmitted from below the frame with the axis of the array aligned 
with the center of the bubble clouds. In Figure 5.4A, a single-cycle shockwave emitted by the 
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expansion of a single inertial cavitation bubble is observed and appears to be perfectly circular 
indicating that the bubble emitted a spherical shockwave during its initial expansion. The 
remainder of the histotripsy pulse propagating past the focus is observable as low frequency 
oscillations in the background of the frame. In the multi-bubble case (Figure 5.4B), which appears 
to include approximately 10-20 cavitation bubbles in a well-confined region, there are 
approximately 10-20 circular shockwaves surrounding the bubble cloud. However, the 
shockwaves are not co-aligned to one central location. The first arrival of the shockwave front to 
the array element location is consistently from the outer-most bubble (closest to the histotripsy 
array). Furthermore, the distance between the inner-most (closest to the bubble cloud) and front-
edge shockwaves is larger in the axial direction than the lateral direction. In the robust bubble 
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cloud case (Figure 5.4C), which includes hundreds to thousands of bubbles densely packed into a 
confined area, a complex, layered shockwave construct surrounds the bubble cloud. The front-
Figure 5.4: Representative shadowgraph images of histotripsy-induced (A) single-bubble (28 
MPa P-), (B), multi-bubble (30 MPa P-), and (C) robust bubble clouds (63 MPa P-) in the free-
field with no pre-focal aberration medium. Single-cycle shockwaves released by the expansion of 
cavitation bubbles are shown as circular rings centered about the cavitation bubble that generated 
them. In the single-bubble case, only one shockwave is visible. (D) A ring centered about the 
transducer focus (blue) at the radius of the front edge of the expansion shockwaves and a ring 
centered about the estimated focus of the front edge of the expansion shockwave (red) are overlaid 
onto the robust bubble cloud shadowgraph image in (C). 
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edge shockwave is not centered about the center of the bubble cloud, which is also the geometric 
center (focus) of the histotripsy array. Instead, it appears to be centered about the lowest portion 
of the bubble cloud (the portion closest to the histotripsy array). A high-speed video that captures 
the development of the bubble cloud in Figure 5.4C and resulting shockwave construct is available 
in the online edition of this manuscript. In Figure 5.4D, a blue circle indicates the expected location 
of the shockwave from Figure 5.4C at this time point if the shockwave was emitted from the focus 
of the array. The actual location of the front-edge of the shockwave construct is fit with a red circle 
with the center of that circle is also indicated in red. In this panel, it is clear that the front edge of 
the shockwave construct appears to have been emitted from the frontal region of the bubble cloud 
with an axial shift of approximately 2.5 mm from the geometric focus. The layers of shockwaves 
following in the wake of the front-edge shockwave vary continuously between the axial and lateral 
axes of the array indicating that highly varied signals are expected to be acquired by the elements 
of the histotripsy array after the signal generated by the front-edge shockwave. These results 
corroborate the hydrophone results and indicate that shockwave arrival times for larger bubble 
clouds correspond to an emission from the outer-most bubbles closest to the histotripsy array. 
 Shadowgraph images were then quantitatively analyzed. The location of the front-edge of 
the bubble cloud shockwaves acquired from shadowgraph images of 15 bubble clouds for single-
bubble, multi-bubble, and full-sized bubble cloud events are shown in Figure 5.5. Distances 
between the geometric focus of the array and the front-edge of the shockwave construct were 
normalized relative to the lateral axis such that the lateral portion of the shockwave was at a 
distance of 0 mm. This was done to allow for a more direct comparison of shockwave distances 
between the different bubble cloud sizes. For single bubbles, no significant difference (p=0.992) 
in shockwave distance relative to the 90° axis of the array was observed across all angles measured. 
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However, all angles exhibited a high standard deviation of shockwave distance at each angle 
(≥0.31 mm). This was due to the fact that the single bubbles were rarely initiated at exactly the 
same location. Rather, they were initiated randomly in a small region near the focus 
(approximately ±0.5 mm axially and laterally) thus resulting in inconsistent shockwave locations. 
For the multi-bubble clouds, the front-edge of the shockwave was measured to be approximately 
1.5 mm farther from the array focus at the 0° axis than the 90° axis indicating a pre-focal shift of 
the front edge of the shockwave construct. However, all angles still exhibited a relatively high 
standard deviation (≥0.19 mm). No neighboring angle measurements, e.g., 0° vs 10°, exhibited 
significant difference in shockwave distance (p>0.972). For the large cloud, the shockwave 
location exhibited a 3-mm difference between the 0° and 90° axes and decreased linearly between 
20° and 60°. The standard deviation of the shockwave location was relatively small (≤0.07 mm) 
Figure 5.5: Optically measured location of the front edge of the cavitation expansion shockwave 
relative to the 90° axis of the histotripsy transducer. Single-bubble cavitation exhibited no 
significant change in shockwave edge across all measured angles but also exhibited high standard 
deviation due to inconsistency of the location of cavitation initiation. The multi-bubble cloud 
exhibited slight increase in shockwave front edge location and with increasing angle from 
transducer axis but also exhibited relatively high standard deviation across all angles. The robust 
(63 MPa P-) histotripsy cloud exhibited significant increase in shockwave edge distance with 
decreasing angle from axial direction of the transducer also exhibited very low standard deviation 
of shockwave location across all angles. 
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across all measured angles for the large bubble cloud. In the case of the robust bubble cloud, 
shockwave formation was highly consistent and resulted in nearly identical front-edge shockwave 
propagation from one cloud to the next. Importantly, a significant difference in shockwave arrival 
time was observed between all angles (p<0.001) thus indicating that each ring of the histotripsy 
array is expected to exhibit a significant difference in arrival time between all rings. 
 
5.3.1.3 Receive-Capable Histotripsy Array Investigation Results 
Bubble cloud shockwaves were measured with the histotripsy array to confirm the 
hydrophone and optical shockwave investigations. Shockwave phase variations measured with the 
receive-capable histotripsy array for estimated free-field focal pressures between 30 and 63 MPa 
are shown in Figure 5.6A. For reference, a full one-cycle phase shift equals a 2-us temporal shift 
Figure 5.6: Free-field histotripsy receiver phase variation (A) and amplitude (B) across rings at 
varying histotripsy focal pressures. Receiver amplitude increased linearly across all rings of the 
histotripsy array with increasing focal pressure, but shockwave arrival increased non-linearly with 
increasing focal pressure with upwards of a half-wavelength difference between the outer- and 
inner-most rings at the highest focal pressure. Phase differences in shockwave arrival (generated 
with a 63 MPa focal pressure bubble cloud) are projected onto a rendering of the histotripsy array 
(C). Each ring exhibited low phase variance indicating a pre-focal shift of origin of the front edge 
of the shockwave. 
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in water at 500 kHz. The receiver indicated that shockwave phases increased on all array elements 
with increasing focal pressure (i.e., the shockwaves arrived earlier). However, this increase was 
nonlinearly correlated between elements on different rings of the array, and the elements in the 
inner-most ring exhibited the largest phase increases. No differences in arrival time were observed 
between elements within the same ring for all focal pressures. For focal pressures at and above 48 
MPa, the mean phases of each ring of the array were significantly different from all other rings 
(p<0.001). This is due to the fact that the shockwave front is formed by the outer-most bubbles 
that are closest to the array, and the elliptical-shaped cavitation cloud has a larger width in the 
axial direction than the lateral direction.   
Shockwave peak-positive amplitude variations measured with the array at estimated focal 
pressures between 30 and 63 MPa are shown in Figure 5.6B. The receiver amplitude was found to 
increase linearly across all elements of the array with the highest receive amplitudes at the highest 
free-field focal pressure of 63 MPa. At any given focal pressure, the shockwave amplitude 
differences between all array elements were insignificant. This indicates that shockwave signal 
intensity is expected to be the same on all elements of the array at any focal pressure. 
To visualize the phase variation across the array at high focal pressures, the phase data 
from the 63 MPa estimated focal pressure bubble cloud data in Figure 5.6A is projected onto a 
rendering of the array in Figure 5.6C. The mean shift across all elements in each ring at this 
pressure level was found to be 0.51±0.03, 0.43±0.02, 0.33±0.02, 0.21±0.03, and 0.12±0.04 cycles 
for rings one (20°) through five (60°), respectively. This further supports the notion that the 
shockwaves from bubble clouds generated at higher focal pressures are emitted from a pre-focal 
location without much shift in the transverse plane. 
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5.3.2  Experiment 2 – Aberration Correction Testing 
5.3.2.1 Acrylic Disk Testing 
The ability of the receive-capable histotripsy array and ACE aberration correction 
algorithm to accurately detect phase aberrations was first tested by placing two acrylic discs 
aberrators between the array and the focus covering approximately 30% of the elements. The 
acrylic discs were expected to result in a phase shift of approximately 1 cycle for covered elements 
with normal incidence with the discs. The phase shifts of the ACE expansion shockwaves due to 
the discs are projected onto a rendering of the histotripsy array in Figure 5.7. The mean phase shift 
of the elements covered by the discs was 1.04 ± 0.2 cycles with a median of 1.13 cycles. No 
completely uncovered elements exhibited a significant change in phase. These results indicate that 
the receiver system can accurately measure phase aberrations. 
 
Figure 5.7: Picture of histotripsy array (left) with areas covered by acrylic discs outlined and phase 
projection (right) of ACE emission signal arrival time difference between disk phantom and free 
field measurements illustrating the resulting phase aberration. Both disc phantoms were circular 
with a thickness of 6.35 mm. Diameters of discs A and B were 152.4 mm and 101.6 mm, 
respectively.  
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5.3.2.2 Ex Vivo Porcine Abdominal Tissue Testing 
Both aberration correction methods were then tested using four porcine abdominal tissue 
samples. The average maximum phase shift across all tissue samples was 1.5 ± 0.16 cycles for 
both AC methods. Both aberration correction methods resulted in significant increases in focal 
pressure through the porcine tissue using the same transducer driving power compared to the focal 
pressure without aberration correction. Focal pressures and the percent pressure recovered with 
each aberration correction method, given by (4), are summarized in Table I. In the absence of 
tissue or any other aberrating medium, the array produced a peak-to-peak focal pressure of 2.19 
MPa when tested at a sub-cavitation threshold array power level. At the same power level, this 
pressure level dropped to 1.09 ± 0.05 MPa in the presence of tissue, a reduction of approximately 
50%. Using the hydrophone aberration correction method, the focal pressure recovered to 1.70 ± 
0.10 MPa recovering approximately 55% of the lost pressure. When using the ACE-based 
aberration correction method, the focal pressure was found to be 1.32 ± 0.03, which corresponds 
to a pressure recovery of approximately 21%. Beam profiles (Figure 5.8) tested at the same focal 
Without Aberration Correction 100%
Hydrophone 49.8 ± 6.8%
ACE 68.5 ± 12.9%
Free-field baseline power
a 33.20%
a
Power required to induce cavitation in the free-field without pre-focal aberration media relative
to average power required to induce cavitation through tissue without aberration correction
Table 5.2: Percent of Power Required to Induce Cavitation Through Tissue Aberrators 
 
 Treatment method Focal Pressure (MPa) % Recovered
Baseline pressure without tissue
a 2.19 100.00%
No Aberration Correction 1.09 ± 0.05 0.00%
With Hydrophone AC 1.70 ± 0.10 55.50%
With ACE AC 1.32 ± 0.03 20.90%
a
Pressure at the focus of the histotripsy array aligned with the hydrophone method
in the free-field without any pre-focal aberration medium
Table 5.1: Focal Pressures Through Tissue 
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pressure level indicated that the ACE aberration correction method shifted the focus to a pre-focal 
location by 2-3 mm. Little to no shift in the x- and y-directions was observed.  
The electric power input to the array required to generate cavitation was recorded for the 
case with the tissue aberrator in place for 1) without aberration correction, 2) using hydrophone 
aberration correction, and 3) with ACE aberration correction (Table II). The hydrophone and ACE 
methods both resulted in a statistically significant decreases in cavitation threshold power through 
the porcine tissue compared to that without aberration correction (p<0.001, p=0.007, respectively). 
The array power required to generate cavitation without aberration correction was normalized and 
Figure 5.8: Sub-cavitation threshold beam profiles in x-, y-, and z-directions with no aberration 
correction (AC), ACE AC, and hydrophone AC acquired through one tissue sample acquired with 
a low-frequency calibrated hydrophone.  
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referred to as 100% power. The hydrophone method reduced the cavitation threshold power to 
approximately 49.8% while the ACE method reduced this threshold to approximately 68.5%. For 
comparison, in the absence of tissue, cavitation threshold power was 33.2% relative to the 
normalized 100% power with tissue and no aberration correction. Therefore, since the hydrophone 
aberration correction reduced the threshold power to approximately 50%, a majority of the increase 
in cavitation threshold through tissue was due to phase aberrations and not scattering or absorption. 
Representative average bubble cloud images generated through a tissue aberrator are 
shown in Figure 5.9 for 1) without aberration correction, 2) using hydrophone aberration 
Figure 5.9: Average of 30 images of bubble clouds generated through one tissue sample at an 
estimated free-field P- pressure of 63 MPa using no aberration correction (AC), ACE AC, 
hydrophone AC. Bubble cloud foci are shown in red and are relative to the hydrophone-aligned 
bubble cloud center. The ACE-aligned bubble cloud exhibited a 3-mm pre-focal shift. Both 
aberration correction methods resulted in significantly larger bubble clouds than the unaligned 
treatment with the hydrophone method producing the largest, followed by ACE. 
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correction, and 3) with ACE aberration correction. Using the same electric power to drive the 
histotripsy array, the cavitation clouds generated without aberration correction were observed to 
be much smaller than the cavitation clouds generated using hydrophone and ACE aberration 
correction methods. This difference is due to the lower pressure and defocusing without aberration 
correction. The cavitation cloud generated after aberration correction using the hydrophone and 
ACE methods were more characteristic of a bubble cloud formed in the free-field (e.g., Figure 
5.4C). However, the cavitation clouds generated by ACE aberration correction exhibited a pre-
focal shift of approximately 3 mm. 
 
5.3.3  Experiment 3 – Spatial Variation of Phase Aberration and Attenuation in Ex Vivo 
Porcine Abdominal Tissue 
Arrival times of the P- portion of the average pulse from the single element at each location 
are shown in Figure 5.10A and are overlaid with a red circle indicating the size of one histotripsy 
Figure 5.10: The hydrophone-transducer construct was scanned over a 40x40-mm area using an 
automated positioning system. The resulting raster scan image (B) indicates significant variation 
in sound speed across this area. The red circle indicates the size of one 20-mm histotripsy element 
from the 112-element array used in this study. When compared to the same measurements in the 
absence of tissue, the acoustic attenuation across this section of tissue (C) was found to vary 
between approximately 10-75%. 
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element. The percent acoustic attenuation at each location relative to the same measurements in 
the absence of tissue are shown in Figure 5.10B. From this preliminary experiment, we can see 
that there is close to a 1-μs worst-case difference in P- arrival time across the face of one 2-cm 
histotripsy element. The average percent attenuation shown in Figure 5.10B was found to be 
30.6±10.3%. From the ex vivo porcine tissue AC testing in Experiment 2, it was found that the 
focal pressure through tissue using the hydrophone-based aberration correction (1.70±0.1 MPa) 
exhibited approximately a 22% attenuation from the freefield measurement (2.19 MPa). These 
data therefore indicate that the majority of remaining pressure loss after hydrophone-based 
aberration correction is likely due purely to attenuation due to absorption and scattering rather than 
phase aberration due to sound speed variations. 
5.4. Discussion 
In this study, we developed and tested the first receive-capable histotripsy array to measure 
shockwaves emitted by the initial expansion of inertially cavitating bubbles generated by 
histotripsy to correct for phase aberrations due to ultrasound propagation through heterogeneous 
tissue without additional imaging equipment such as secondary ultrasound images, CT, or MRI. 
Furthermore, rather than simply receiving reflections of ultrasound from pre-existing bubbles or 
point scatterers, the array in this study was used to generate a point-source construct of shockwaves 
at a specific location that were received and analyzed for aberration correction. These techniques 
could potentially be used for all cavitation-based ultrasonic therapies including histotripsy. 
Experiment 1 revealed that the front edge of the ACE signal originates from the bubbles of 
the cavitation cloud closest to the transducer rather than the geometric focus of the histotripsy array 
when initiating a robust bubble cloud. This result supports previous findings that the source of the 
acoustic emission from the bubble cloud is due to emitted shockwaves [31]. This phenomenon is 
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important for bubble cloud localization and aberration correction, as the arrival time of shockwave 
to each element of the histotripsy array is determined by the distance between these cavitation 
bubbles and each element. Although it can be expected that the front edge of the shockwave 
construct will be emitted prefocally, it is difficult to estimate the extent of this shift (i.e., size of 
the cavitation cloud) without optical imaging. A single bubble would be the ideal point source for 
aberration correction. However, Experiment 1 shows that the location of the single bubble 
generation is not consistently at the geometrical focus of the histotripsy array, and the shockwave 
amplitude from the single bubble emission is low. Therefore, the benefit of using a robust bubble 
cloud is that the central location of shockwave formation is more consistent from one cloud to the 
next as opposed to the single bubbles. Another benefit of using a robust bubble cloud is that higher 
pressure shockwaves are emitted and are thus more easily detected through tissue. We hypothesize 
that the higher pressure is due to a layering effect of shockwaves that only occurs at non-axial 
locations. Due to the nature of the formation of the bubble cloud, the front-edge shockwave appears 
to experience constructive interference in the non-axial direction that increases the overall 
amplitude as more shockwaves are generated with more bubbles. Therefore, a robust cavitation 
cloud is used for ACE aberration correction for this study.  
In Experiment 2, using robust bubble clouds, we hypothesized that the front edge of the 
shockwave construct can be used as a point source for aberration correction through soft tissue 
aberrators by calculating a phase correction using a receive-capable histotripsy system. Results 
showed significant pressure loss was induced by the 2.5- to 5-cm thick, multi-layered soft tissue 
aberrators. The phase aberrations appear to have a larger impact on histotripsy focal pressure than 
attenuation due to absorption and scattering because the hydrophone method was able to recover 
approximately 55% of the lost pressure in the linear regime. By correcting the phase aberrations, 
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we were able to regain a significant amount of pressure and significantly reduce the overall power 
required to induce cavitation.  
The ACE method recovered approximately 21% of the lost pressure in the linear regime. 
This demonstrates the proof-of-concept method of using cavitation shockwaves and a receive-
capable histotripsy array for aberration correction, but the regained pressure was much less 
compared to the hydrophone method. We hypothesized that the primary reason for this discrepancy 
is due to the size of the elements in this histotripsy array. The aperture of the hydrophone used in 
this study was 85 μm in diameter while each histotripsy element was 2 cm in diameter. Therefore, 
because tissue sound speed may vary significantly over a small area, the hydrophone should allow 
for a much finer resolution correction. This hypothesis was tested in Experiment 3. It was found 
that the phase variation across the face of one histotripsy element could be upwards of 1-μs (Figure 
5.10A). The 1-μs difference could erroneously put a 500-kHz histotripsy element completely out 
of phase. Furthermore, this effect could worsen in vivo with more overlying tissue and less 
consistent surface geometries. While it appears that, in general, the phase aberration changes 
gradually across tissue, this effect will likely worsen in vivo when there is even more overlying 
tissue. Therefore, smaller elements are likely to drastically improve the abilities to use the ACE 
method for aberration correction. The average percent attenuation shown in Figure 5.10B was 
found to be approximately 30% under normal incidence depending on the location. These data, in 
conjunction with the data from Experiment 2, support the notion that the hydrophone-based 
aberration correction method recovered virtually all of the attenuation due to phase aberration with 
the remainder being due to absorption and scattering. Therefore, the hydrophone-based method 
acts as a suitable gold-standard against which to compare the ACE-based aberration correction. 
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While the estimated P- focal pressure for the robust bubble clouds was reported to be 63 
MPa, this is likely an over-estimation of the actual focal pressure with pre-focal tissue aberrators. 
This pressure was used to cover the range of cavitation events that can be used for aberration 
correction, but this high level of pressure used to generate a large, dense bubble cloud, is not 
necessary to perform the proposed ACE aberration correction. The results in this study suggest 
that the most important feature of the bubble clouds used for ACE aberration correction is that 
they are consistent from one cloud to the next, thus emitting consistent shockwaves.  
When used in vivo where severe phase aberrations occur resulting in poorly formed bubble 
clouds, this method may reduce treatment times and improve the range of electronic focal steering 
[56] thereby increasing the ability of histotripsy to treat larger and deeper targets. The reduction 
in array power to initiate cavitation is also important for reducing unwanted tissue heating.  
 The ACE aberration correction method resulted in a pre-focally generated bubble cloud. 
For the majority of histotripsy therapies, this is not a problem as the desired treatment volume 
typically consists of 1000 or more treatment locations. Therefore, treating a 2-3 mm boundary 
around a target area, e.g., a liver tumor, would likely not introduce any major complication. 
However, for histotripsy therapies that require very high precision, e.g., thrombolysis or brain 
therapies, one potential solution to get a better estimation of pre-focal shockwave formation could 
be to use a B-mode ultrasound imager to estimate the bubble cloud size. This could then be used 
to apply a more appropriate phase calibration to shift the ACE-corrected bubble cloud back to the 
focus. Another option for bubble cloud refocusing is to subtract the phase delays that would be 
used to steer the array prefocally. Since this method would only apply an axial shift, it may over-
generalize the phase correction on the array thus reducing focal pressure and bubble cloud size. 
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However, it would likely increase the accuracy of bubble cloud placement. These methods and 
others will be explored in future studies.   
 A different method for reducing the effects of the pre-focal shockwave formation is to use 
the shockwave from a single bubble as a point source for aberration correction rather than a large 
bubble cloud. Currently, this potential method has two problems. First, as shown in Figure 5.5, 
when the histotripsy array is fired at the cavitation threshold where a single bubble is only formed 
approximately 50% of the time, the bubble tends to move about the focus substantially (~±0.5 
mm). While this motion is bounded to within the dimensions of the transducer focus, this results 
in an inconsistent formation of the shockwave making it difficult to correct to one specific location. 
Second, the pressure of the single-bubble shockwave was found to be less than half the pressure 
of the shockwave emitted by the large bubble cloud. Due to attenuation in the tissue, single-bubble 
shockwaves were nearly impossible to detect with our current array hardware. These issues could 
be solved via hardware improvements and more advanced signal processing methods, which will 
both be explored in future studies. 
5.5. Conclusions 
This study demonstrated that the shockwaves generated by the initial expansion of 
inertially cavitating microbubbles received by a histotripsy array can be used for the ACE 
aberration correction. It was found that phase aberration induces significant reduction of 
histotripsy focal pressure. These results show that the ACE aberration correction method can be 
used for phase aberration correction to recover substantial pressure loss for histotripsy through 
soft-tissue. 
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CHAPTER 6 
 
Summary and Future Work 
6.1. Summary 
This dissertation investigates acoustic feedback mechanisms for histotripsy that improve 
treatment efficacy by monitoring the extent of treatment progression and by improving the amount 
of acoustic energy delivered to the desired focal zone. In particular, this dissertation investigates 
the feasibility of histotripsy systems that are capable of both transmitting and receiving ultrasound 
and the ways in which receive-enabled histotripsy enables various feedback mechanisms. In 
general, this research focused broadly on methods to improve histotripsy efficacy by understanding 
more about each particular treatment such that even existing histotripsy systems can operate more 
efficiently and effectively. It is our hope that this work will open the door to the next generation 
of histotripsy therapy research in which quantitative ultrasonic methods are used to improve patient 
outcomes. 
1) Technological Advancement: Histotripsy systems have classically been designed as 
transmit-only systems. Before the research in this dissertation, no receive-capable histotripsy 
systems existed, and it was thought that the implementation of such a system would likely be too 
expensive or technologically challenging to be practical. Furthermore, the use of additional 
imaging equipment such as B-mode imaging was a requirement for all in vivo histotripsy 
treatments because the histotripsy transducers themselves had no capability of self-monitoring. 
The work in this dissertation describes the iterative process of developing and testing experimental 
prototypes as we honed in on a continuously improved receive-capable histotripsy design. The 
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technological advancement of this dissertation concludes with a design of a state-of-the-art 
histotripsy system with receive capability that is able to drive a histotripsy transducer of at least 
512 channels with receive capability on all channels. It is our hope that this design will enable new 
avenues of histotripsy research that were previously impossible and that this design will serve as 
a foundation upon which future researchers can design further improved systems while avoiding 
the pitfalls of failed early iterations. 
2) Improved Histotripsy Treatment Monitoring: Two feedback mechanisms for 
monitoring the extent of histotripsy treatment progression were investigated in this dissertation. 
The first, bubble-induced color Doppler, was an existing feedback method that was invented by 
previous researchers in this group. The work in this dissertation furthered the understanding of this 
mechanism by understanding the relationship between the change in the BCD profile and the 
destruction of various components of tissue. Ex vivo bovine liver samples were treated with 
histotripsy, and BCD signals were acquired throughout 1000-pulse-per-location treatments. At 
select times throughout these treatments, therapy was halted and the tissue was fixed and 
histologically analyzed. It was found that the change in the BCD profile correlated linearly with 
the destruction of structural components in liver tissue. Importantly, it was found that the BCD 
profile did not correlate closely with cell lysing, which occurs much earlier than the destruction of 
structural components such as type I and type III collagen. Two conclusions can be drawn from 
these results. First, the oscillatory flow of tissue after the expansion and collapse of the histotripsy 
bubble cloud that is detected by Doppler ultrasound appears to be highly dependent upon the 
microstructure of tissue. Second, histotripsy destroys the cells within liver tissue earlier than it 
destroys the structural components. From the first conclusion, we hypothesize that BCD is highly 
dependent on the mechanical properties of tissue. This may indicate that BCD could be used to 
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understand the mechanical properties during histotripsy treatment in a similar fashion to the 
previous work done using ARFI for histotripsy monitoring [1] [2]. From the second conclusion, 
we find that histotripsy may be able to de-cellularize tissue while leaving the structural 
extracellular matrix at least partially in-tact. This would result in better patient outcomes due to 
improved healing. Further investigation of this phenomenon should be undertaken. 
The second feedback mechanism, cavitation collapse time monitoring, was invented in the 
course of this dissertation. In Chapter 4, the change of collapse time was estimated with a 
hydrophone by measuring the time between the shockwaves emitted by the rapid expansion and 
collapse of histotripsy bubble clouds. It was found that 1) the collapse time can be measured 
acoustically, which was validated optically, 2) the collapse time increases throughout treatment in 
agarose tissue phantoms, and 3) the same trend is observed in the treatment of ex vivo bovine liver 
tissue. Furthermore, it was found that the collapse time tended to cease changing at the time when 
all hepatocytes were observed to be destroyed in the histological analysis of tissue destruction in 
Chapter 2. This suggests that cavitation physics are more dependent on cellular integrity in contrast 
to BCD, which appears to be more dependent upon the structural components in tissue. While 
BCD is an effective feedback mechanism for monitoring tissue integrity during histotripsy therapy, 
it requires additional imaging equipment. Monitoring the change of collapse time is easily 
performed with a passive ultrasonic receiver, and this method does not require large amounts of 
data nor processing power to perform in real-time. While this dissertation did not explore the 
ability for a receive-capable histotripsy system to monitor collapse time, this should be a relatively 
trivial extension given a receive-capable histotripsy system. 
3) Aberration Correction for Soft Tissue: Prior to the work in this dissertation, little 
work had been done to address the issues associated with acoustic aberrations and their effects on 
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histotripsy treatment efficacy. In fact, much work had previously been done to show that 
histotripsy does not require aberration correction to be effective, e.g., [3] [4]. Furthermore, any 
pre-existing work in the field of histotripsy aberration correction had been focused on transcranial 
histotripsy and the challenges of correcting for aberrations due to the skull [5] [6]. However, as 
was shown in Chapter 5, soft tissue results in significant amounts of acoustic aberration that 
reduces the pressure delivered to the focus by over 50% through even a relatively thin sample of 
abdominal tissue. 
To implement aberration correction for histotripsy through soft tissue, a receive-capable 
histotripsy array developed in Chapter 3 was used to collect shockwave data emitted by the rapid 
expansion of the histotripsy bubble cloud. The nature of this shockwave construct allowed it to be 
used as a point source guidestar, which can be used for aberration correction by estimating the 
overall phase variation due to tissue sound speed variations, which thereby allows the 
implementation of time reversal acoustics. Using this noninvasive method, over 20% of the lost 
pressure due to phase aberrations was recovered. This was the first time that a noninvasive method 
was used for histotripsy aberration correction, as opposed to an invasive method in which an 
ultrasonic receiver, e.g., a hydrophone, is placed within a patient and these phase delays are 
measured directly. 
6.2. Future Work 
6.2.1 Improved Receive-Capable Histotripsy Arrays 
While the receive-capable histotripsy arrays discussed in this dissertation are the current 
state-of-the-art from both a transmit and receive perspective, there is always room for 
improvement. Primarily, we propose three future improvements to these systems. First, the 
FPGA/SoCs used in these systems were embedded on a development platform that provided 
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simple integration of multiple different hardware units including memory, Ethernet peripherals, 
FPGA I/O, and USB programming. This is all not to mention the various supporting hardware that 
is required to effectively run the FPGA/SoC chips before data handling even begins. However, 
these benefits also come with downsides. The main downside is that using this platform reduces 
the overall capabilities of the FPGA/SoC chip. The DE10-Nano comes with approximately 72 
GPIO pins with ten usable LVDS pairs, but the specific Cyclone V SoC chip from Intel actually 
has 224 GPIOs with 28 LVDS pairs. While the engineering effort required to develop our own 
circuit boards that are able to support the Cyclone V SoC chip without the DE10-Nano would be 
substantial, the benefits would be more flexible, lighter weight systems that are able to control 
more than 8 channels per FPGA. 
The second proposed improvement to these systems would be to provide better receiver 
bandwidth. The histotripsy elements are relatively narrowband receivers, but the real problem 
behind the receive bandwidth actually lies with the driver. While the driver used in this system 
uses a transformer rather than an inductor, as was used in previous drive systems, the secondary 
coil in the transformer essentially acts as an inductor and significantly reduces the bandwidth 
outside the driver frequency. Due to the fact that the receive circuitry is directly coupled to the 
driver, this also reduces the bandwidth of the receiver. Improved bandwidth would improve the 
measurement of ACE signals, which are broadband shockwaves. This would likely improve the 
aberration correction methods discussed in Chapter 5. 
The third proposed improvement to these systems could potentially eliminate the need to 
increase the driver bandwidth. Typical ultrasound imaging systems use an electronic device called 
a transmit-receive switch (T/R switch) or duplexer. Using a T/R switch allows you to switch the 
transducers connection between the transmit and receive circuitry, which means that the transducer 
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is only connected to the driver circuit when the user wants to emit sound from the transducer, and 
the transducer is only connected to the receive circuitry when the user wants to receive sound. 
Using this method would completely isolate the inductance of the driver from the receiver and 
would drastically improve bandwidth. However, the T/R switches used in medical ultrasound 
imaging do not switch between several thousand Volts. Therefore, a custom T/R switch would 
likely have to be built for this application.  
 
6.2.2 Automatic Treatment Monitoring and Completion 
The work discussed in chapters 2 and 4 aimed at developing acoustic feedback mechanisms 
that monitored the extent of treatment in real time. Additionally, the work in Chapter 4, 
specifically, was aimed at developing a method that would allow a receive-capable histotripsy 
array to self-monitor treatment completion. While the receive-capable arrays of Chapter 3 were 
not yet complete at the time of the collapse time monitoring study, the technology now exists for 
histotripsy arrays to determine the extent of treatment in real time and then halt treatment upon 
completion without human intervention. If successful, a method that could stop treatment as soon 
as treatment is completed could improve patient outcomes by reducing the amount of over-treating, 
thus reducing post-op healing times. Implementing real-time treatment monitoring and completion 
would take histotripsy one step further towards clinical translation. 
 
6.2.3 Real-Time Bubble Cloud Tracking 
An obvious application of receive-capable histotripsy arrays is bubble cloud location 
tracking and detection of incident cavitation in unwanted places. Accurate and precise 
measurements of bubble cloud location will be required for clinical translation due to the 
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potentially harmful effects of cavitation in unwanted places. By tracking the locations of initiated 
bubble clouds, one could then cross-correlate these locations with a tissue destruction feedback 
method, e.g., collapse time monitoring, and then map the estimated dosage to the target volume. 
Additionally, having the ability to track bubble cloud movement could also enable the tracking of 
breathing motion, which is another important task for clinical translation. 
 
6.2.4 Advanced ACE Aberration Correction Techniques 
While the ACE-based aberration correction methods described in Chapter 5 were 
successful in that they significantly increased the amount of pressure delivered to the focus and 
increased bubble cloud size, there is still much room for improvement. When compared to the gold 
standard hydrophone method, which recovered over 50% of the overall attenuation and 
approximately 100% of the attenuation due to phase-based aberration, the ACE-based method 
clearly has not yet been perfected. We see several avenues for improvement. First, better receive 
systems with higher bandwidths, better resolution, and higher sampling frequencies will 
undoubtedly result in better aberration correction using the exact same method. Through certain 
portions of tissue, the ACE signals were drastically attenuated to the point where they were just 
above the noise floor of some of the histotripsy elements. Increasing the overall sensitivity of the 
system would result in more accurate shockwave arrival time estimates and therefore better 
aberration correction phase calibrations. Second, we foresee several more advanced algorithms for 
processing the ACE data to acquire an optimal phase calibration. In particular, we hypothesize that 
a deep learning algorithm could be trained to automatically identify an optimal phase calibration. 
Using the existing receive-capable histotripsy arrays, artificial amounts of aberration could be 
introduced by applying phasing to steer the array to random locations within its steering range. 
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The known phase calibration could then be used to train the neural network to automatically 
identify the proper phasing to steer the array back to the focus. In this way, the ACE aberration 
correction method could be made to be robust against a multitude of tissue types and treatment 
scenarios, thus, again, bringing histotripsy much closer to clinical translation. 
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Figure A.1: Integrated transmit-and-receive-capable histotripsy system hardware block diagram. 
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Figure A.2: Integrated transmit-and-receive-capable histotripsy system software block diagram 
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Figure A.3: Top-level electrical schematic for the 8-channel transmit-and-receive-capable driving system (Poseidon Trident) 
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Figure A.4: Electrical schematic for the driver and receiver analog electronics for the Poseidon system. Each Trident board incorporates three of these circuits on one PCB. 
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Figure A.5: Clock buffer schematic used for Poseidon system. Each Trident board uses two of these buffers to convert the CLOCK and SYNC lines from LVDS to CMOS. 
